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ees DETERMINATION OF DISTANCES ONLY \ 

General. Instruments which are used for determination of distance only : 

comprise (a) chain and tape, (b) speedometer or Nagai may _ a 

be considered under the same head. : Gi “te 

isa ar dees The ERTS Tbe of measuring horizontal 
ngtruction 

distances is by use of either a chain or a tape. The process of thus measuring 

is commonly called "chaining" although the use of chains is nearly obsolete. 

pol LGhrcpenis< (a) Chains are genpelly 66 feet long and contain 100 a 

links. Almost all the old lend surveys were made with chains and therfore 

the geologist must be familiar with them. ‘They were abandoned because 

of rather rapid wear of the links and the tendency to catch in the brush. 

(b) Steel tapes can be obteined in lengths sodas to several hundred feet; 

100 feet is the most common. Tapes are free from wear, lizht and handy, Eto 

but break easily if kinked. (c¢)XXMAKKKMMAXKAMMH {QKKAXHUKAXK(CMUMGAKABBRIOIKRK > 

: MURA KAKLE SZ AUBE AKU VAN ARE XCAKREXERRXHARTA" liohPiic tapes have wires in-one 4 

direetion woven into cloth. (d) Cloth tapes are cheap but soon wea¥é out. 

(2) Wires) ropes er—eleth—tepes make fair home-made substitutes afx for 

the above instruments. Rope or cloth tape must be water-proofed 

by dipping in melted pare@ffine +o which a little beeswax has been added ~—— a 

or by dipping in at parafine mixed — test gasoline . 

: or I es in tallow and washing in an alm soluti r by Stang ‘- ‘ 

rs strong soapsuds and then in an alum solution. Necessary suiiliarios ae ee * a 

eae pins or stakes, and a plumb bob. ’ ‘ : aes ra 

Adjustment. The only adjustment of tapes and chains is to compare vhem from oo _ 

time to time with a standardized tape. On the old land surveys this appears.» . 

not always to have been done for many chained distances are now found took mee ' 

. long. ; :
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| = Seas ee the tape or chain and ‘ae wire thea 4 ae 

: ends are marked; some have the 0 at the ond of the handle, others have it oa 

some distance from the end, while engineers tapes usually have an extra 

. foot at one end for use in measuring fractions of a foot. It is best to be 

have the 0 end of the tape foremost in measuring. The pins or stakes must ao 

be counted; it is best to use either 6 or ll. They must be easily driven 

into the ground and should be conspiciously marked so that tne a veo i 

oa alk or @ = 
seen in grass or brush. On hard ground a piece of chi ; 

Remember that all distances must be measured horizontally,not along a slope. sal 

‘ is needed. {The following routine should be observed: 

(1) Mark both ends of the line so that they can be seen. 

: (2) The head chainman pulls out the tape until the rear end has nearly 

passed the pin or stake at the beginning of the line. A pin or sviake from 

; the regular set must be placed as well as the signal that is to be left. f 

(3) The rear chainman then calls"chain" and the head chain .an faces about 

and gently pulls out the tape until it has the rear end on the makk and is 

both taught and level so far as can be judged with the gk eye. 

(4) The rear chainnan motions the h¥ead chainman over to one side or the 

other until the tape is on line and is straight. ? : 

(5) In case the tape cannot be held level the head chainman comes back to . 

such point on it as can be so held; here is where the plumb bob comes into 

use. 
(6) When all is ready the rear chainman calls "stick" and the head chainman | 

then plants the pin or stake and when it is in place calls "stuck". . 

(7) In case the end of the tape has been marked the reat chainman pulls the 

pin or stake, the head chainman goes on and the above is repeated until’ 

all the pins in the hands of the head chainman have been used. The nymber 

of pins in the hands of the rear — then measures the number of tape | 

lengths that have been measured. The pin in the ground is never counted. - | 

(8) In case a part of the tape was used it is left in place while the rear . ) 

3 ciminman moves up to the point marked and then the remainder of the length , 

is measured. Every time the tape is “broken" a pin must be passed to the . 

head chainman in order to keep count only of full tape lengths. | 

(9) At the end of each section which used all the pins they must he counted | 

+o see that none have been lost for such loss would cause a big .error,tr 

If no assistant can be secured one can measure with a tape by hooking one 

& j 

end onto a pin or if this is impossible weighting it with a stone. Such i 

c i 
workin very slov~ Femme 

G~ anes steor eax 0 jeep slopes it hardl 
| : pol spate oe sero Siesr El osss. m very steep Ss opee it hardly 

pays to break chain. It is better to hold the chain or tape on the ground 

and either (a) measure the angle of slope or (b) level the line to obtain Me 

; differences in elevation of each mark. If the former method i@ used horizén-_



oe Gh Melee weeas distance multiplied by cosine of ioe ee Ss 

If the second method is employed let b = horizontal distance, ¢ = apparent 

; distance, end a = difference of elevation. Then b = square root (cta)(c-a) 

gh cB conto uses a tape for (a) measuring a base line for oe Pa 

determining length of step in pacing, (b) measuring base lines for plane 

table surveys, (c) retracing land lines, and (d) mapping on a large scale 

; in brushy country. : 

ee fie Every aa that me oe wir possible be measured in both 

directions. The most dangerous error is failure to count the number of 

tape lengths correctly. Even tension, level tape, and good aliy_gnment 

are important but can scarcely cause as Big an error as this. 

Whenever the tape is to be put wway it must be wiped dry and clean. To 

roll a tape without a recl followig this method: (a) draw in the tape in five 

foot lengths placing each mark the same way up over the preceeding mark, 

(b) this brings the tape into such a form that each length has a bend in it 

so that the whole coil shows a tendency to form a figure cightig tte the 

ends of the tape, (d) allow the coils to form the figure eight and then 

(e) gresp the opposite sides near the crossing and force .. tate an 

open 0 form, (f) by twisting the sides in a way soon learned by practice 

cause the tape to fall into a small coil as though it had been wound on | 

; a re@ll. In opening the tape reverse the above process and pay out onto the ° 

ground in 5 foot lengths. AVOID KINKS in handling a tape. Repair outfits 

can be purchased or a tinsmith can solder the break. 

: 

i 
: |
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Speedometer and odometer. Speedometers and odometersfepend upon 

mechanical counting of the revolutions of a wheel. Ordinary automobile 

speedometers are useful in small scale surveys on roads which are fairly 

anew 
straight. The eccuree,x is withie-10 per cent at a maximum and is generally 

yew el | ren : 

ithin 2 percent. Types which show tenths of miles are essential. In using j 

it is necessary to have checks on distance at intervals of not over a few 

miles. At each oe point of soparture o* is best to reset to 0. 

Odometers which count the number of revolutions of a wheel have been made 

hove 
but are not common. In the oid says oftersts revolutions of a wheel were 

rag 
counted by tying a Ragdersnig—= to one of the spokes. The circumferance 

was measured with a tape. All measurments with wheels are subject to error 
' 

on account of slopes amd those with pneumatic tyres are affected by degree 

of inflation and by different makes of tyres of varous dimensions. 

Micrometer. The Canadian Survey uses the Rochom micrometer for 

measuring distances over water and in other difficult gituations. This 1 

with targets af ech Cnel. x. 
instrument requires the use of a rod of fixed Tenge It is a small 

om Sfe@cia ( rism nside@ 4 
telescope with dérrt ; .« Movement of&ret= of thi kets makes 

F the two ends of the rod appear to coincide and the reading is taken from 

a dhek - es A Ste gives the distance. As these 

instruments are not obtainable in this country no description of their 

taneés v oO 
care and ad jfustment can be given. They ave acevrate for dis P f 

zaooteet with a & foot rod,
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Range finder. Military range finders have recently been offered 
ate fort or two longth 

for surveying purposes, These operate by having a short base line, from the 

two @ads of which a trinaggle is formed with the object sighted as the 

a 
apex, A rod is unnecessary. Thre small variation in angle with different 

The eons 
distances is measured by turning a prism with a micrometer screw, WNe—detetis 

Is about 340 at the limit of range, about lo0o feet, 
are-avettavte-as to tie accuracy, care, adjustment;—and-use—ef_tirese 

instruments. = ; h try I ethods withovt inetruments feror mM ee _——S 

Pacing. The measuring of distances by pacing dates from the most 

ancient times; the Roman mile was desiggated as a thousand "Faces" or strides 

as we now define them, The use of pacing is sufficient for most geological 

work and in many places is the only method possible with the available funds. 

resent 
It is, however, not very accurate unless frequent checks are | Ae 

Pacing depends for sucess upon striking an even gaty’ up hill, downhill, 

through brush and swamps, etc.As tho attempt to step a specified distance 

ea 
is ever sucessful for long,terfors it is necessary to determined the 

length of step normally used by each individual. 
stepped covered by 

Definitions. A pace is defined as the distance Sme=—qgiquuiibeenc_ 

one ste vere 
ee eeceeneier. A stride is defined as the distance ea57 

two steps ground, 
by eseh-feot, that is the, distance from the @™ifemark of one tax foot to 

_ the next 4 mark of the same foot, that is two paces. A talley is defined 

by geologists as 1/20th mile ox(_about 100 paces or 50 strides with most 

people by woodsmen it is defined as 1/16 mile or 4 of a "40" (2 mile). 

Determination of length of skrits pace. The mean lengch of pace 

must be determined by walking several times over a course of known length 

laid out in cory like that to be encountered in actual work. 1t is best 4 

+o divide this line so as to included wakking of different degrees of difficulty 

and +o determined each portion separately. +t may be that the departures 

from the average will be found to be so large that a correction must be applied 

ae : 
for the differnt conditions. Nearly everyone steps farther on a good rad ;



v 
than on grass and in swamp the pace is always shorter than anywhere else. 

. It is very desirable that the determination be made with the outfit and 

clothing to be worn in the field for this may indluence the result. 

Gounting. In good going either paces or strides may be counted; 

the latter is preferred by many because it lessens the numbers to be 

remembered. In case strides are counted step off with the left foot and 

count each time the right foot strikes the ground. When the distance to be 

measured is long it is very easy to drop 100 paces or strides causing a 

big error. as Lake Superior er as mile uff divided_into 20 tallies 

and the number of paces or strides for this distance under different conditions 

aes determined. Each tally we recorded at its end which lessens this danger. 

In very bad going as in swamps, it is best to count paces rather than strides 
Z marked a 

for the reason that each step is am effort and some syne it is only possible 

to advance by single steps pulling oo foot enty up to the advanced 

one instead of passing it as in normal walking. While counting soon becomes 

a habit it is very hard to do geological work and pace at the same time; 

best results are obtained if one has little else to do but pace. It is 

: essential to keep to.the line chosen and not go around obstacles to too 

great an extent but it is permissable to offset at right angles to the line 
ahead wovld have been : os parallel line when #7 going Certo Some 

: geologists have recommended counting only every fourth stride by saying 

O06 521520, 6505-2; ete. Thus a very long distance may be counted without 

having to set down the hundreds. Count of hundreds of paces, hundreds of , 

strides, or of tallies may best be taken by use of a notebook, Tally registers 

may also be used and special belts for counting tallies have been devised. 

Estimation. Geologists as well as solders have to measure ngy’ di stences 

simply by estimation. This is something in which practice makes perfect. It 

is best accomplished when objects of known size can be seen and when none 

of the intervening surface is concealed as it is when looking over a ridge.
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Practice 1@0.ing at distanc@€s that have been measured. The writer has 

. known of ridiculous mistakes from teking ravens for crows and poniges for 

horses/X On railroads it is difficult to pace. Measure the lengih of 

rails or the distance between telegraph poles; the latter is generally 

82 chains or 1/40th mile but may be more or less than that. Telephone 5 

or power line poles may be used in the same manner. Mile posts on railways 

and on some highways are good checks. Fence posts are generally 16 feet 

apart and can often be used in estimating diitencee: 

Time allowance. Use of time of travel as a measure of distance 

is desirable (a) in work on horseback, and (b) in working from a boat. 

It is assumed that the speed is kept as uniform as possible.



a eee INSTRUMENTS FOR DETERUINATION OF DIFFSRSNCHS OF ELEVATION ONLY, = Q_ —— 

General, Instruments commonly used by geologists for measurment — ss 

of differences of elevation only comprise (a) hand level, (b) aneroid barometer, 

d (ce) engineers level, (d) hyposmeter 

or eee oer also called the Locke 

level}. a connie Pe sino on the top of which is fixed a small level 

vial. The observer holds the instrument in the hand and on looking through 
a small apeture in one end of 

A sees the bubble of the level in a mirror, pheeed—berectiit. ‘the mirror 

is so arranged that the image of the bubble covers half the field of view. 

Distant objects are seen without magnification in the other half of the 

field. As it would be impossible to see distant objects with the same 

focus of the eye as would be required to look at the nearby bubble a half 

of a convex lens® is placed in front of the mirror; this slightly mahnifies 

the bubble. Some makes of inetriment hens this lens movable to allow of 

focusing it to suit different eyes. Telescopic hand levels are made but | 
jars Dot in common uses ee ee 

qe Adjustment. Aside from fa.cfi ng the eyepiece there is only one adjust 

3 ment on a hand levelj this is to meke the line of sight horizontal when the } 

bubble is centered. To do this a level line must be used. This may be 

determined in one of three ways: (a) the surface of a calm lake or the 

: horizon of a large body of water, (b) the floor of a large building, and : 

(c) the use of the level itself. The first two are self explanitory. 

; The third method is as follows. Stand exactly midway between two stationary } 

objects on fairly level ground. Sight to each in turn and mark the points | 

where the line of sight strika§ These marks will be on the same level as i 
4 

any error in the instrument is neutralized by the position midway between ' 

the marks. Now go to one end of the line and place the instrument on the | 

same level as one of the marks and adjugt it to read level when the other 

mark is sighted. Instruments of different makes adjust in two difternt 3 

ways. Gurley instruments lve small screws at each end of the level vial. ; 

as Tighten one and loosen the other until the wire is properlfy placed. 

Other makes of instrument have a screw at one side of the front end. 

Loosen this and slide the box which carries the ware in or out until desired 

a place is found. 4 ; |



ise. The hand lev2§ may be used to (a) compare the elevation i 3 

of the observer with that of a distant point , (b) find elevations by the ‘ ‘ 

use of the number of times the observer ascends or descends his own heigth, | 

: (c) levi a line with aid of a rod, (d) make sections of horizontal rocks. ‘ 

—" use the instrument is tilted until the bubble is divided evenly by #he | 

wire; this determings the line of sight to objects on the same level as the 

observers eye. The accuracy of determination is goverened by (a) the sen- 

sitiveness of the level, and (b) the width of the es Serr otort 

marking the line. Sights of more than a few hundred fect are of little 

value with most instruments, | 

Leveling alone. First measure the height of your eye to the nearest | 

tenth of a foot (not inches) above the ground as you ordinarily stand. This 

can easily be done with a surveying rod. Leveling can be done either going 

uphill or downhill. In the case of the former stand at the lower end of the 

‘i



me 
the 

line to be revied.4signt with the level to same point which is on the 

level of your eye; mark note some peculiarity there which will enable you : 

to recognize this spot and then count menos Wel to the spot noted if 

possible without loosing sight of it; repeat the process and count "two." 

(Ditiane wnkti the iighots phocs de reashee OU) Ge Gea 

above it measure the excess in any praciticable manner. @.. multiply the 

number of counts by the heigth of your eye and subtract the excess; the 

result is the difference of level. If it is necessary to go downhill this 

process is reversed in that you must mark the place your feet were and then 

place your eye on the same level for the next shot. It is obvious that 

this method can only be used (a) in fairly open ground and (b) where sights 

are not too long to permit recognition of small objects like clods of earth. 

On ane roads it is quite accurate and may be depended upon to yield 

resutls within a foot or two of correct in vertical distances of several 

hundred feet. 

Leveling with assistant wrth or without a rod. It is evident that 

the foregoing method could be ap; lied, more accurately if the observer has 

an assistant who marks the spot sighted to. If the ground is saxarad either 

(a) obstructed with grass or brush or (b) so level that points on the obervers 

lad are too distant for recognition then a rod is needéd. With so crude 

: a line of sight it is not necessary to have an engineers leveling rod; any 
pivide IT in on a short stick 

straight board or stick will do. Meme-ermit—the fect . A ragyeeit serve 
cua 

as a target. Sights should never exceed axtakkyxinxkangtux{ two tallies 

in length (528 feet). Sights back to a point of known eit are called 

Back Sights (B. S.) Sights to a point where the elevation of the bottom of 

the rod is not yet known are Ford sights (F.. 5.) Enter all notes in following 

: form. : 

H. i. stands for height of pic aaa! ba this case elevation of observers 

; eye. Back’ Sights are + and Fore sights are -. Giving attention to these



a ; ; 13 3 igns the notes must be computed at once in the field. An office check on ’ 

computation is that the algebraic difference of the sum of all back sights 

: : between 
and the sum of all foresights is the net difference of elevation ~# the ends 

of the line. 

Section waking. In measuring sections of nearly horizontal rocks 

the geologist finds many uses for the hand level$ lig eae Ow connect 

: b 
together neers sootiens eaalacie to measure the thickness of thick 

c = 
beds of aa ee check measurments of the total thickness of a number 

of beds each measured with the hammer handle or. foot rule. 

Cautions. Do not expect the hand level to yield accurate results 

at great distances. Do not carry it without its cana eendeiae in the same ~ 

: compartment with hard objects or in the hip pocket. Set the adjusting screws 

up firmly end there is little reason to expect that it will get out of adjue 

+ ce Of Errnov 16 
stment very soon. The ¥ cob mone rene 4. Aivoes fotlow 

Keeping incorred count of Hemet T OF Bere: ! 
vacth) The sume routine iin counting. 
ve ! Barometer. 

2 ““h * General. The pressure of the air decreases with altitude is 

measured witn a barometer. Barometers are of two kinds, mercurial and 

. more 
: netfellic or aneroid. *teMercurieal barometers are mest accurate but their 

size and delacy reAnder use by geologists in the field almost out of the 

question. Aneroid barometers alone are considered .here; they are frequently 

called simply “aneroids". 

: Construction. The aneroid barometer consists of (a) a metal memebox 

, 

from which the air has been partially exhausted, (b) a system of levers end « chasy 

ete to magnify the movement of the cover of this box as it thanges with the 

pressure of the atmosphere, (c) a scale of inches giving the same readings 

as a mercurial barometer, (d) a scale of feet for reading differences of : 

elevation, all enclosed in a case. In ordinary aneroids the readings are . 
art 
SS. 

indicated by a long hand which revolves: but in the new Paulin instruments a 

a spring is used to force the cover of the box to a certain normal position : 

and the amount of pressVre to produce this is registered on the dial. 

; These instruments are much larger and more expensiveithan the ordianary type . 

‘ althory Tests indicate a ey are only liga try more accurate j



Adjustment. The only field adjustments of an aneroid are a BA 

the foot scale to correspond to changes in local atmospheric pressure, and 2 

(b) to adjust the pointer so that its readings on the inch scale agree with ' 

those of a mercurial barometer. The first requires no special explanation; 

grasp the outside of the face and turn it to desired reauing. Check several ™ = 

times. The second adjustment is made only at the begining of the season. 

Take the aneroid to a good mercurial barometer. Read the latter ae («) ee 

adjusting the screw at the base until the mercury in the well just touches ; 

the pointer; sai the vernier at the top so that its base is just tangent 
: , 

to the top of the mercury column in the mene heighth of the column 

in inches and the temperature of the inetrunonty “fron a table of temperature 

corrections for the particular barometer used cera ade reading. Then : 

take the aneroid and with a small screw driver adjust it by mcans of the 

screw seen through a small hole in the back until its inch scale reading 

3 : agrees with that of the mercurial. This is the only use of the inch scale : 

on the aneroid. 

a > 4. p ’ he
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Use. Ordinaryberometers—ere_cead on the foot scale only, After 

: reaching a station it is best to wait a few minutes before reading since 

° there is a lag in the adjustment of the instrument to the changed pressure. 

Generally this need not delay work since there are other things for the 

geologist to do. Gentle tapping or shaking will hasten the adjustment. 

Note that the position of the instrument stitute the reading; it is essential 

that the instrument be treated exactly the same and held in exactly the 

same position every time it is read. This causes a’ personal equetipa thes 

affects the readings. Instruments generally have individual characteristics 

of their own. Some prefer to settle the instrument by tilting it before 

reading. The foot scale is movable and may be set so as to make the needle 

read correctly. It is sometimes desirable to read with only one eye open 

You need not fold the 
as the needle is not very close to the scale, Never-ee—a—andteoseto 

instrument on the ground. Reacl always at same heigth above thegrovne|, 
sank witui ts inatromet. in bok sontny tue olunee ene eg ee 

yaltare eae: 4 ‘ - 

Correction of readings. Were barometric readings dependent only on 

elevation field work with the aneroid would be easy. Unfortunately the : 

atmospheric pressure is shwey-s unstable; temperature, moisture, as well as 
both jarge 

storms, hakhxgenerakxank lemebse cyclones and local thunderstorms , 

cause great and sometimes sudden changes. Any system of correction must 

take the element of time of observation into account. A watch is always . 

a necessary adjunct to a barometer. Corrections may be made in two general 

ways (a) by keeping a record of changes of atmospheric pressure at a fixed 

point either by a self-recording instrument or by an observer, end (b) 

by comparing gee ee with the correct elevations of points visited 

during the day. Aside from cyclonic storms there is a normal diurnal change. 

From dawn to 9 or 10 A. M. there is a growing + correction; after that | 

hour this decteases until it becomes 0; then an increasing - correction 

commences with its maximum at 4 to 6 P. M.; after that the correction 

decroesesbhroughout the night. Authorities differ as to whether xx to
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the foot scale to read correct elevations when work is started every morning : 

or to set the 0 on that scale to 31 on the inch scale and leave it there. 

: The writers objection to the latter plan is that while it keeps the correc- 

tions all - the figurres are awkwardly large. Another error that is peculiar 

to aneroids is failure to record differences of altitude correctly. 

Correction by use of siaticsice instrument. The simplest means of 

correction of eneroid readings is the use of a recording barometer or baro- 

graph that is left at a point of known elevation not too far removed either 

vertically or horizontally from the prebeble—tlocation-of field work. This 

instrument is an aneroid so constructed that its hand draws a line on a 

graph which is wrapped around a cylinder that is driven by a clock. 

Objections to the method are (a) the two instruments do not ever record 

chenges in atmospheric pressure exactly the same, (b) the pen of the bar- 

ograph sticks and makes an uneven curve, (c) changes in atmospheric pressure 

due to storms are not the same at all locations or all ektvations, this 

error increasing in rough country and in rapid’ travel over a large area, 

(d) the instrument makes a curve which is rather small scale for accurate 

work, (e) if left in a hotel room the instrument may be tampered with. 

When a harographX is not obtainable an aneroid may be left at one point where 

someone can read it at least once an hour throughout the day. ee 

: to this method is the extra labor and the introduction of Seon equation. 

In order to correct field readings by these methods it is necessary to 

construct a correction curve wit eee correlate® readings of the instrument 

used in the field with that used in camp. This involves considerable time 

in reading the two instruments sid@ by side and when this data has been 

secured through a wide range of pfessures then additional time is needed to 

coreect the curve of the stationary instrument to agree with the field instr- 

ment; this has to be done every day. Other faults are elXiminated by using ; 

two stationary instruments, one above and on one side of—tire—ceea (where zZ 

sory inp Male Ga or vin at oa EO Side 3
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Field readings are then corrected by the formula: A:B::C:D where A is the 

apparent 
Co of elevation of the two stationary instruments as determined 

; ‘by their readings, B is the real difference of elevation of the stationary 
te apparent : 

instruments as determined by leveling, C. is, elevation of point of observation 

above lower stationary instrment as determined by readings, end D is the 

true value of the akaxgs last quanity. This ratio could pate be worked 

out with the aid of a slide rule but it cannot eleminate instrgental 

differences. It hardly seems suitable for geological work unless other 

methods are not feasable. : 

Gorrection by checks. Gorrection by checking on known elevations 

may be made by changing the foot scale at every point of known elevation; 

elevations at intermediate points can then be corrected in proportion to 

the elapsed time. This method is applicable, when the times involved are 

short as for instance in measuring the elevations of memtaxsacontacts from 

nearby bench marks. It is of little valugfor all day work. A much better 

way is to leave the foot scale alone(after setting in the morning if desired) 

and to construct a curve of corrections. Time is shown horizontally and 

departure from conditions in the morning in fest is shown vertically. 

From this suena e) should be a smooth one, corrections for observations 3 

at other times can be taken. 4+ is evident that if many checks are present 

: : in an area and they can be vidited at fairly regular intervals through the 

day the method is very accurate. An improvexent on this method is that of 

Lahee who uses comparison of readings taken at the same point during the 

day to aid in shaping the curve between checks on points of known elevation. 

Choose a vertical scale of not over 100 feet to the inch. Plat first the 

corrections determined at seine of known elevation. Then above the place 

ghx where the curve will lie plat sxaxk an assumed correction for each : 

time that the same point (other than a point of known elevation)nas been 

visited during the day. For instance if the Sic is 10 feet less 

= bg as



ee oy 

at the time of the second visit the second correction at this point will 

be made 10 feet less than the first. Then join these points with straight 

lines; these lines will indicatek the average slope of the main curve between 

the times concerned. Now use these as an aid in forming the true curve of 

atmospheric change for that day. Another method of i same method ; 

of "cross checks" is to ns a curve to the first time a cross check point 

is reached. Then look ahead to the time it is revisited and compute the 

difference in readings. Next plata point for the curve at the time of 

revisit so placed that it will yield the same elevation as did the first 

correction. It x may be necessary later to revise the curve to make it 

as smooth as possible but in every case it must be so drawn that the same 

elevation is obtained by correcting all the readings at the same station. 

This method may even be used when there are no checks on known elevations 

except in the morning and at night. When the change in pressure throughout 

the day is slight it is sometimes possible to estimate the corrections without 

drawing a curve but the practice is bad. Poor instruments do not yield 

smooth curves and this serves to distinguish samthen. Laheés method is the 

: best known for geological work but like other methods has the disadvantage 

that the results are not known until the days auc: over. Resolts aent 7 
be comput edd to nearest five feet. ae 

! Notes. Notes for any form of aneroid work may be kept ##+he-followhkg 

need 

Times need only be recorded to nearest 5 minutes. Care should be taken to 

mark pe ea visit to a point of known elevation nate mark every 

point on es more than one reading was obtained during the day. (Phy is 

also a good plan to indicate the stations than have been determined on other 

days.
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Data for checks. Checks for aneroid readings may be obtained 

: from (a) U. S. G. S. bench marks and road corner elevations, (b) railway 

: station elevations mainly given in U. 8S. G. S. Bull. 274, (c) sakbear profiles 

which can be obtained from the chief engineers of railway companies or in- 

spected either at their offices or at division engineers offices, (d) highway 

: : . 2 most 
surveys not all of which are given in sea level elevations as are many railway 

surveys, (e) river surveys or elevations of lakes, (e) levels run for the 

purpose, (f£) aneroid elevations taken for the purpose rapidly on days when 

E 9 Gautions. 

a7 atmospheric pressure is not changing rapidly or Seeger Good aneroid 

weather is most prevalent in the summer months when the thanse—# temperature 

does not change too much from day to night and when winds are light. High 

winds quite generally denote the passage of a cyclone with consequent rapid 

. variation in pressure. Broken of flecked sk xlouds (mackrel sky) indicate 

v a 

an on~coming low or increasing - correctians. North or northwest winds 

: meen + corrections. South and east winds mean - corrections, Rapid increase 

in temperature indicates - corrections; rapid decrease in temperature the 

reverse. Approach to bodies of cold water changes the correction making the 

barometer useless near to large lakes particularly in the spring. Change in 

wind directions near to lakes may influence corrections. A blow against 

we 
oe an aneroid will cause a sudden and pgpanent chenge in the correction. 

Aneroids must be protected from too violent jars. They should be carried 

on the belt or in a coat of shirt pocket, never on the absurd shoulder strap 

: furnished by the makers for reasons unknown. Dont jump off banks or over 

‘ fences while carrying an anerog Always use the same routine in reading. 

If the place of reading is reacheMpiiter an abrupt descent or ascent wait a 

few minutes before recording; if you have traveled at essentially the sane 

elevation for some time a wait is less needed. Do not try to read or to 3 

corect closer than the nearest 5 feet. Do not take or ship an aneroid higher 

; than the limit ‘of the scale indicates. Do not expect as good resuts on stormy
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days as on fine ones for the more rapid the change in correction the more 

difficult it is to estimate its true value. The requisites for good results 

are ‘a) good weather, (b) a good instrument, and ta} (c) experience with the 

use of that particular instrumant. Be-nct—expeet—en—eneroii to—jyieit Tesutts 
Always check your reading 5 errers of 

eloses then tothe -sesrest tive fest. £0 “feet or (00 ft are common mistahes 
General. Hypsometer. 

ats SSKSKAK, Explorers in the mountains frequently make use of the 

= pes ee which measures atmospheric kam pressure by the temperature of 

boiling water. This instrument is generally beleived to be superior in 

— to an aneroid but is of little value for geologists. 

Kugingars <kavek«xxthexpringipkaxaixthax d 

Engineers level. 

Gonstruction. The principle of the engineers levél is the same 

as that of the hand level but it must be used on a solid tripod since it is 

much more sensitive. Levels are tf two types; (a) the wit wye level in 

which the telescope shows objects erect and which is detachable from its 

base, and (> Mdunpy level which generally shows objects inverted and which 

is firmly attached to its base. Both types are leveled by means of four 

ee RYAN eAG Seve W Sa So Ee ee eee a 
Adjustment. First f@cus the eyepiece so that you can see the wires 

. plainly when the instrument is turned toward the sky and they do not ap ear 

to move when fou move your eye slightly from side to side. 

a ee i : Se es is nil



ee oe Adjustments In both time types of levies the wires that mark the = : 

Bie aT line of sight are moved by small screws which project through the outside of a 

: ; the telescope. The wye level is adjested as follows: (a) loosen the belescope J 

in its frame and point the intersection of the wires at a distant definite 2 

point. (b) Rotate telescope 180 degrees. (c) If the intersection does not a 

move the instrument is in adjustment. (d) If the wires move use a small a 

steel pin to move them HALF WAY back. The wires are set on a ring which is : = 

held by four separate brass screws. Loosen one before tightening the opposite 2 

one. Keep trying until desired result is attained with screws set firmly. , 4 

fuexdumpyxkevkexia (e) now cenver the bubble with the leveling screws. In = 

using these first loosen all of them and turn them so that one pair is s 

ie ee Papel el tothe: tine in which the telescope is to be set. Swing telescope = 

= j 2 ¥ 
over the other pair and keys center bubble; then swing back to line desired — 

and level again thus making the insfrment stay level even if swung slightly ee 
Se 

off line. (f) lift telescope out of its support and replece with ukhsr 2 

sud ends reversed; if the bubble dumgaxxak c@mters again the instrument is in ee : 

adjustment. (g) if the bubble moves off center bring it HALF WAY beck with : 

the leveling screws on top of thse tripod and the rest of the way with the : 

| nuts at one end of the level vial using an adjusting pin to turn them. ‘ 

: (h) check adjustment until is is correct. Dumpy levels adjust in mach the 

same way as a hand level. (a) Set the instrument midway between two firm 

objects on which the rod cen be set and read rod on each in turn with bubble : 

centered. Figure true difference of elevation of the two points, (c) Take the 

level to one point and set up very close to it. (d) determine heigth . 

: of instrument above anaxak thefmark by leveling it and measuring the heigth . 

‘ by sighting backward through the telescope to ‘rod held close to eyepiece, : : 

marking point with a pencil. (e) Gompute what reading should be x on the 2 

: other mark if instrument is in adjustment. (ft) Sight rod on other point ‘ 

oe and if reading is not what it should be move wires with adjusting pin until : . 

a it is being careful to keep bubble centeredi The dympy level is more apt z 

aN +o keep its adjustment for a long time than is the wye. ; oo
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Use. The engineers level is used in the same way as the hand level 

ee with the rod. Geologists rarely need elevations closer than to the nearest 

i tenth of a foot so that therweis no object in reading the rod any closer than 

that. The engineers level in the hands of an experienced man is much faster 

than the hand level in level country since sights up to a half mile can be 

taken. On steep slopes the advantage is lost simce the time to set up for 

each shot is much greater. On steep slopes from 100 to 200 set-ups in a day 

is very good work. Much time is saved in setting up by making the plate 
eslimated 

at the top of the taped as nearly level as can bow ch the eye. Avoid standing 

so that your shadow falls on one of the legs of the tripod. Never touch the 

instrument while taking a sight. Never complete a long sight without looking 

back to check the centering of the bubble. At great distances and against 

the sun it is impossible to see the divisions on the rod and a target must 3 

be used. At such distances it is also hard for the rodman to see signals. ‘ 

He must either be provided with field glasses or the instrument man must 

use a handkerchief to make his hand show. Throwing the handkerchief out to 

the side means hold position of target, waving in —- means clamp target, 

5 and waving up and down indicates that the sight has been completed. ; 4 

Notes are kept in same way as with hand level and rod. , ; 

| - Cautions. The engineers level is a delicate mechanism and must : 3 

be hendled gently. Be sure the raced is firm when it is set up. Never 4 

go away from the instrument and leave it unprotected; that is when somthing ’ 

will knock it over. lever set up of floor or pavement where the tripod . 

might sliyp. Dont get leveling screws too tight or leveling becomes slow. ‘ 

total distance of Ss 
It is a good plan to keep whey Lormetghte and back sights about equal in order <a 

to comsemsate for ~ possible error in adjustment of the instrument. : a 

It takes much practice to be come proficient with the engineers level. 4 

= | 3
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Estimation 4 

, 22 5 

General. 
‘ 

ESLiMAELBH. A geologist is often called upon to e$timate elevations 
and inches 

z which requires constant practice in looking at known heigths. Paes merces 

on a hammer handle are very useful in measuring sections but the practice 

of leveling with a hammer held in the hand outstretched supposedly on the 

level of the eye is about equal in accuracy to the weighing of the early 

fur traders who are reputed to have used their hands or feet as substitutes : 

Lee v : 
gor aca The mere effort of standing on ablope is enggh to throw off ¥ 

. ' . h 2 3 

anyones senge of level. Tt elevation is eo osha de 3 

ited iy com purison witth ob; ects og mown hery : a 

eine Trensit. 

General. The engineers transit may be used as a level in much the 4 

same way as the dumpy level. It can also be used with a stadia rod and j 

differences of elevation obtained by reading the vertical angle. In this 4 

case the operation is exactly the same as that of the telescopic alidede 3 

and so need not be here given. 3% is superior to the plane table in being q 

< fer 
less pt eed by wind and in being handier to carry, besides which it is harder a 

to put out of adjustment by jars olts and jars. a 
~— 7 

Re ferences pee ea ‘a 

se h = a 
. measure on@ on F Ose Onn a 

(cry enti atptitneat, ncn) pene! held at arms long th 

and see how, many times 

; thet goes inte total e /eration 
7 " 

sd 
. 
y 

3 ‘a 

i ; ing 
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j locaticns are ueed a or very pee elevaticns are | fired. The Vattersis 

the eea6 tn oo tread profitably ae a ocntrel ever sp- 

: ving where ne t “p-sephie “ap is eer where the land survey is unusuclly 

: is the_communss t_ sathedsofooMtaining dircoticns—ui fore pe 

peints.—Such Birectisns are comacnly given as 3. ~any degrees Zast of North, 

: Test oF North, gast of Scuth, cr West of son. Diredt ions thus desartted aro 

; called “boarings". Sailors eS eck ancther system cf bearings. The 

Liability of error in reading and recording bearings and the ‘difficulty of com 

puting the angles Satie different ‘bearings have led 6 the use cf nagivmth' : 

Mic different a ‘of aatesints ditt in wih that ofastronomers who divide the 
Ree E : 

circle: into 360°" diocirise, starting at the uxekk south and. that used on many. 

compasses which starts at north goeny als?  elouk wise . ore 5 

ie nese A rooses. Most geclozists emply the Brunton eomsases © te 

this instrument the <bject sighted is seen by lecking dcwn into @ mirror attached 

to he side cf the comass, the line of sight being fixed ay a line cn the »wirror 

and the center cf a slot in a vane on the cpyosite side of the instrument. The 

needle can thus be chserved at the same instant that the line of sight is on the 

object. The principal gadaavenenss is that cbjects cann.t be clearly seen in 2 

mirrer and that the instrument is helc 2t a different alevaticn than the eye so 

that brush, etc., which coes net ceeveuee the observers vision is troublesome at - 

ime ‘level cf the instrument. The usefullness of the Brunton fer other purpeses _, 
: (pT. fare WA Od. a. plans Tate, alitade tah be obtained 

cffisets this difficulty. The prismatic compass has a card attached tc the needie — 

espa is read through a veflectinz p.ism and 2 lens. The object sighted can 

be readily picked — if of ae vasthility sines the instrument is sighted 

by direct visicn. Other forms! cf cunms3s nesd 2 iupport if tley are ti be read 

accurately. Some kinds may dis Hoiuted at the cbject while being read such as = 

gun gan be aimed trem he hip. Comasses with & é#rd on the nee@le are less 

2courate then those vithows because cf the grestar weizht ch the pivot. ~



; 2 
SS dd justrent. AMelopbeasy. The mametic declinaticn can be set off 

cn many is truments so that they will read true besrings. This is generally 

asccmolisned by locsening a set screw which Allows the dial tc be turned. ‘Care 

- shuld ba taken to see that the declination is set cff in the correct direct ion. 

If east, the line cf sight will be left cf the ucrth point and vica versa. {fF 

the cumpass is sluggish the jewell in the needle my .be broken or the pivet may 

be dull, cr the needle not magnetized. . If: possible, send the compass tc’ some- 

cne whe is used te, repairing instruments, The pivot can be resharpened Wy re- 

moving it (it unserews in ail zcod instrunents), placing in a lathe and sharpen- 
5 be de loth f j 

Lay ith 2 Ub Of samp Sine eae Bate vm, pads ables Je eho weadia 

is demagretized it may be aooton & rubbing gently tmgye pivot to point on 

a ane each end cf the needle being rubbed cn-the pole whieh attgacts ited 

pass bacicd avny igem the marnetas Never carry a conrmass without raising the 

needle. If possible, store 2 compass with its needle pointing with the local 

“magnetic meridian. : we ee tie Woe ae Ty :



x WoL Declivation. AJ] bearings cr azimuths read with an unccrrected es 
. o¢ 

cummass aré c2lied ‘magnetic’. In few places dces the magnetic nerth corres- +9 

pond to Wy re north. The angle between true nerth and wagnetic north is 

callec the ''declinaticn’. It may ve either east cr west 2nd any value up to 

190¢2)" tines on a map dram threwyh points having the same declination are 

calles sogonic ‘ieee Phe declinaticn is not fixec in value at any Iccality. 

oh It has a daily variaticn cf less than 1f4 degree. In the ot sian east 

declinat inns are slowly decreasine ard all west pee is cas are slowly increas- 

ing - The change is in mcst places less pees Wt year, Magnetic storms ; 

{oiten acccapanied by displeys cf the aurora) my cause temporary variaticns. 

Rocks containine »=metite, iron and steel, and wires carrying direct current all 

cause local variations. - ae “= ; Z Seo 

- Determination of true north. 5 rue north cr the "true meridian’ my 

be cetermined in several wash of dit ins metheds best suited to the use cf 

geologists are viven. (1) By use cf as isogonic charte Such charts aré pre- 

pared by the U. 5. Grast and Geodetic Survey. U.S. G 5. bepesteptie ‘maps of 

recent date. zive the averaze decl <iatken for the date cf survey. Geast and 

lake Survey charts give the same infcrmation and state tne amnual change. J.and 

cffice sm@ps also can be used. (2) By janine the magnetic direction cf a Lins 

loiwm te have been 1aid out in a definite directicn. The true bearing cr 

azimuth from cne landmark to another can be sealed with 2 orctractor ane nap 

oes tc be sccu-ate. his value can then be comareé with that cbtained ty 
i if ThE mao ss ont he 

direct observaticn. This is most accurately ne ae rey tien a 

; {3) By observation ef Polaris (north stan). (uatneds on denertbei-ty eros 

Se Oey-Beans-3e-PsjandTheslwricht;-0— 7s; Mineral_land-olassifieation: Viscon= 

tn gocke-and Wty HISEs Sanvey; Dally My yor 90n885-2915-) The axis of ‘the seep 
3 ‘ Which votates count Crete” 

earth points toverd the center cf the smli apparent orbit of Bolaris., Obser- z oe 

é vationgban be uede (1) when the seay 3 at the forthost east or west ee its / rev Tene



; : ; : aera oe: 

nea ‘ . ee a = 

p8th (elongation), (2) when ic i3 nthe meridian (culmination), cr (3) at any - 

heur pr.vided the tine with reference t: el cngation cr culminaticn is kniwn, 

The predicted times of culminaticn and elongaticn.can be dotermined frem the 

seeped £ vom matieys of syrveying instruments 
oe Phe aporiximate time cf culminaticn can also be determined by the Sipe 

oe es > —$—$—$—$ 

relati:n «of ther stars to the meridiany pe a line froma tree cr other 

Solid object abut 20 feet from the grcund. Gon the lower end hang a.weight. — 

Vibration and swinziny can be e} iminated by putting the weight in 2 pailsf water. 

4 light sc shaded ac tc not shine in the “bservers eyes mst be cast cn the . 

lunb line. ()at a@ distance sruth :f the plumb line such that the star can be seen 

near the top ef the line drive 2 stake or better, two stakes, vith a level board 
: . : (4 needle i 

cn topyen-whieh—the-ecumass—ean_-be-—set.\ /Set‘2 pin cr <tner—sark cn the tcp cf, : . ; : tz 

the stake cr tcard in line with the plumb line and Polaris. Inthe sgehh tend G) 

for thelotitude 7: : ; 
‘s yse the angular correction “is given in the ephemeris} | [e_waries with the tatitude 

: A . ; 

saad may be as-much as 3°. It may clso be computed from the table velow. it 

: _. (method 4) 
the cbservaticn is at Saleen tees ee correction is needed. If ne exhemeris is 

at hand-and as a check, reference my be made tc Zeta of the Great Dipper (Great 

- Bear) vhich is the second star from the end of the handle... This star ercsses 

the vertical line through Polaris 6 minutes before upper culmination. If the tive 

of year is such that this star passes the meridian above the pele, then Delte of 

Cassicpea gan be used. This cygsses the vertical line below Polaris 9 ‘minutes : 

voters ALLge lower culminaticn. his is the second star from the left end 

of tie five As viewed when belew the pole star. (See-diagrams—in-Hetehiciss;—Bean, 

andheelyrizht) The objection te this and tho >roceling methc4 is that they 

; ees (3) 
require work at what are often inconvenient hours, ®he-thivd Fietinod ,211 ows the 

ovsorvation te be made at any time chat .the star is visable. The number cf hcurs 

before. cr after el engaticn cr calminaticn my be determine? from the ephemeris 

cr Siply estimet ad from the position of the line joiving the »0le star With cue 

of the stats mentioned above. Wote mist be male ef whether thé star is east ar



west of the meridian in applying the cerrection. The ccrrection is best mde 

uy cffsetting the point at the scuth end cf the line. At times after upper 

culmination, to “— cf lower culminaticn, the star is west of true nerth} 

@t cther times it is cast. 4A-curve=given-by-Hetenkiss, Bean, and —7neslwri sht Wrnthonn 

gives the offset for each ft of base line—fer-the tatitude—of-northern-Fiscon- 

sin.—- The fullowing table is taken from Spalding, G. R-, Training manual in : 

top: graphy, map reading, and reconnaissance, U. S. army, 1917, p. 62. It is gecd 

until 1930. SOmevint—mr-similer-tables my be found in Sany—text—becks—cn_surs 

_veyines— : : 
navier errer, : 

Houre after upper culmination Anglo A Dinan fan-er offsetin teat. 

per feet of 6050 ime 
0 ars. O min. 8 0.00000 

Z : - 18 West 0.00524 

a eae 35 8 0.01018 

5 : 49 48 0.01825 

| : bles e. 0.01775 
se 59 Min. (Ws elcngaticn) 706 -@ 0.02036 

; 8 tn 4 0.0115 
ae : 49 * 0.01425 

10 : oo * 0.01018 

1i(hrs. 5€ min. ) es 0.00524 
Jif(Lewer culmination) O « 0.00000 

Rois after lower culmination the same values but Bast. {Correction for latitude.) 

0-18 <miltiply by 1.0 i 
19-35 ek 

: 31-37 1.2 
38-42 1.3 

45-46 1.4 
47-50 1.5 : 

51-53 1-6 

56-56 ia : 

58-59 1.8 : 
60-61 129 

3 Nete: Zeta cf zreat difeer is tc left cf pele at east elongticn and to 

right at west elcugation. Delt® cassicpea is opposite. 

The abcve tables will vive results to a cuarter of a degree which is 

about as closely as a compass can be read. Pe base lino should be prelcnged 

~ 

sc about 300 feet by day light and compasses read on ite. 
— 

Us2. 14 Aupscyrtse) The chief difficulty with the use cf a compass 
{ : 

‘in the hand i: the swiiz of the needle whi the needle does not swing freely



cue instrument is defective. Writ mtil the swing is rep ay amdetess—then-5 

Segrees and then take the middle point. “Gre stop which holds the needle vhen the 

“instrument £3 peins e2rried may be used tg cneee ene reedle 2nd hasten its 

- Settling. & Similar result may be gained by tilting the instrument so that the 

usecdlo ibs 2agcinst the cover. Gare must be lee eat the ‘instrument is level 

ven the reading is taken. New model Bruntan compasses have two levels set ~ 

3t rid nubiles Ge ; is parvo qoute e use = SS Gg right angles which sre used fcr this PaEDSES ever try to use = comp2ss 

ee “thin 10 feet <f 2 wire fence, pipe line, reenfcrced ecnerete bridge or culvert, 

ce railroad track, within 15 feet cf 2 well with steel casing, or 20 feet cf an 

aeonoe er Nn aércse a 4 ee fe wy Micese: ako are dene toatiescne. 

Always read the north end of the needle. It is marked by either some different 

shape Or colcr. ‘The scuth end (in our hemisphere} nee 2 counterbalance mde 

of fies copper wire. Before reccrdinz any compass direction determine nerth 
: ; : ask yeurselt 

appreximately by leeking 2t the sun or at land marks; then step, is this reading 

correct? It is very easy to record the wrong quadrent, easier, in fact, than the 

: : wmnz degree. Sécond, check the direction in vhich you read the dial. Tt is 

very easy t@ red in the wronz directicn since the gradmaticns run in different 

Rul nr he : 

Pe ike, Wits: Ren er ad 
i W. LOW, Yrneral Lowel 4 

- 1a, <~ 
| Senne » But « 44, pp go> 9431910 :



| -NSTRUMENTS AND mETHODS FOR  D ETERMINATION =~ 

$ ‘ af OS $ Xe, CHE PLANa TABIS. : gs ancl clra?e7e = 
Oe » ¢ Poors 

Genera! Lastrumants for cleterminetior af eiletey compat 27a 7 
Construction) com prise (e) Plane table, (67 smote "pguented gn a triped 50) 

_dageeral < The planc t&ble. consists of 2 Bel eects that it can 

; vatel : 
be held horizontally and turned se-thet—diveetious—om the map placed on it agrees * 

Lange tables have a (eveline device on fof of the Frifpoct - 

with directions on the saa The operations of traversing, locating objects ve fo 
ey ayea 

by means of betrings, or locating a point Sot previously measured to be me-ns 0 ee 

bearings of points on the mp are all performed with rapidity by means of the onthe. 

: e {/ with the pleae teble, 
plane table. A proviems are solved SeeeHIeRT and as the map is constructed 

in the field, the chances of errors from mistakes in notes and from omidsions is 

minimized. Where an extraordinarily nich degree of accuracy is not demanded, 

‘ad justneots 
the plane table is the most useful of all instruments for mapping. There arenes” 

()se< Qraversinz, The table is set up as nearly level as possible. If such x 
e ——e 

_ be not done, the directions to points not in the horizdntal will not be correctly 

; : ‘ Neotetion’ i 
indicatéds Oned the table is set up at a pbdnt the bearings of points sighted 

can be obtained by draiving lines alonz the edge of the instrament called an 

Nalidade’. The alidade my consist simply of a strip of wood, may have open 

: Sights, or a telescopic sight. The line of sisht must be ~marallel to the edge 

of the ruler tut need not be vertically above that edse 2s such a refinement is 

beyond the capabilities of the instrmment. After the direction of the next 

station has been dravm on the rap, the distance to that station is measured and 

‘the table set up at that point. Now the tavle mist be turned on the vertical 

axis so that lines on stpre parallel to their pusition vhen it stood at the first 

(a) (g) 
station. Phis may be done either with the use of 4 compass o> by laying the 

/\ 

alidade alonz the line drawn to the station now occupied and then turninz the 

seen: 

table until the first sight is S#9Bbed in the reverse direction.salons the }ine 

from thet in which the sizht vas first taken. Another method is to at once. 

scale off the Gistance measured on the line tius giving the location of the new E 
- iS ee tate a 
wor pote, ane 3 he, tien ley the alidade from that point to sone objeet @n the map which is 

visible and has been previously located, and then turn the table until the line : 

of sight strikes the mark selected. This process is eal¥ed “orienting the : 

_ table. Jt is vest to always use two methods of orientinz, if possible, as failure = oa



to agree shows either local magnetic attraction or an error in the map. -& 2@ 

A traverse may also be run by the "turning point " method. Then a sight is 

taken to a point ahead of the table; this is called a foresight. the point 

is then located on this line by measurment but the table is not set up 

over it. Instead the table is taken farther on to i from which the 
oriented by compass) 

point can be seen. It is set up ae the alidade laid through 

the intermediate point which is called a turning point. The alidade is 

then turned until the turning point is seen and a Vine dram. Distance 

is obtained by measurment and then the location of the second table location 

or station is obtained. This method is workable only where there is no 

local attraction; it is out of the question in towns and cities. In work 

with the open sight alidade it is also open to the objection that the turning 

point may be mistaken when seen from another point of view.
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é to agree shows either Iocal magnetic attraction ok an error inthe map. A : ieee 

ac \fuxaing pornt, Al phates each tecaten traverse my Also be ron by the > 9 — 2 ont SeenON eee ee eed : 

Is made by uw Backsignt f “nd measuring distane trem “ee Te ; sdaceted 
jeoroempass | Tx aecuracy ofthe work is then dependant wholly upon t e@ Ab- ‘lee A 

sence of local -Agnetic attraction. This method is used almost wholly<in oil — 

work/and. Sa : Se Ge Se but Should never be used . sings os of goeee 

peat ia Peas anless it is Always possible to check orientation ty_siznts rom? =e 

to oboe -points—(preferably thrée). . 
: ofdestan? : 

()s@- Intersection§ Points not located by measurement ,can be located on th: . 

plane table by the intersection of two .- or more lines drawn to them from dif- ; 

sthe table / 
ferent locat ions® All the lines should intersect at the same point. If they 

- Some 

do not, there is an error cither in orientation or in measur ing distencex. : 

Such intersections serve 2 valuable purpose as 2a check on the accuracy of the ‘ : 
whatever method is used Z 

map. Being discovered in the field, such errors can be corrected. Never 

attempt to locate a point accurately unless the angle where the lines intersect 

ev : is net-A¥&"than 30°; Im drawing the lines to points to be located by inter- 
neésr 

sections use & very sharp chisel-pointed hard pencil. Draw the lines te-the 

esS 
estimated position of the object yee these lines are to be used for orientat ior 

tn which case 
by backsignts draw them the full length of the alidade. lines that mithot be 

; used for tacksights should be drawn very lizhtly and removed as soon as no longe: 

needed. In many cases lines can be omitted within areas on which work is being 

done and extendec to points of intersection when needed. Always mrk each Line neatty 

f z pAssse 

: ‘@vawn with name of object sighted. After object is located remeve this and 

: letter in name of object in proper place. Stations lecatedeby“traversine are : 

z marked with 2 dot or pin ptick within 2 sm]1 triangle. “Points locaged by 

intersection or otherwise by a dot within a eivele,;-er—botter-@ square. In : 
pote book 

some cases it may be necessary to keen = record of points sighted. i
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ee eee a ae ee ae 
occupying it without measuring its a & S¥revicusly: located point is\ ext 

sighted 2nd 2 line drawn from it intersecting the first line which Waseca only. se (4 

only for purposes of orientatiom. The voint of intersection of the two lines is the 

point now occupied. Thig xethod is called "resection." It is very useful in 

all plane table vor espegdally in crossing areas where distances cannot be 

measured. 

sé Three point proWlon. The Locat ion of a.stat ion noe previously sighteo 

can be made by vesection from three located cies without the use of the con 

; pass for orientation. Owt of a large mumber of methods of solution the follow- 

ing are the most practicable in the field. The great advantage of three point 

locations is that eee eg ei tewkas can set up and eee his location provided the 

country is fairly open, 2t any point which pleases him regardless of whether or 

not it has been previously sighted. Locations are independent of comass errors. 

ww Devisnitions « The three Loorted points are designated as fixed points. 

The triangls comect Ms them is called the "great triangle”. The circle passed 

. ‘thre them is called the ngreat civele’. Directions right and jeft are measured 

: as the surYeyor faces the signals. : 

A (\)booat ion by Ss a gn ee ee 

possible-2nd_reseet-iens—ade—from-each-of the-three-stynsts + (Lehmanns method } 

Rule 1—The point sought is always distant from each of the thres lines drawn 

from the three fixed points in proportion to the distances of the corresponding 

actual points from the station occupied, and it will always be found on the 

corresponding side of each of the lines drawn from the fixed points. Rule 2.- 

When the point sought is without the great circle it is always on the same side 

of the Line drawn from the ost distant point as is ths intersection of the other



we — 4. 
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=“ tq Jiness Rule 3.— When’ the point sought falls within Sither of the three 

Segments of the great circle forse) vy the sides oi the great triencle the line 

dreia from ths micgie point Lies potwean the point sought ani the inte ssection 
\ = 

z of the other tvo ‘liros. . gvie 4.7 then the peint co.ght it within the great 

triangle the location is within the trie sic of error formed by the intersections 

of t:ethres lines. ule 5.—ihon the point sought is on the zreat circle : 

no location oan b2 obtained sines the probhe:n is indetornircte. 

wi sracsvada ot /pits.(") m0 table is oviented as near as can be done, (6 ) 

: Q/ C 
__the three lines dram formins ee triangle of eat de point sought located by 
Tha awe lnee ‘ : < id +n 

Gs" | at ove rules 9 pte reoriented on oneot hepont seiedBecetiee 7 ‘ 

estimation, aaa checked by mew lines until all lines interséct at a point. 5 

[o—te_adexht-Jorn theta LF BROT en Aanbe ES asatet 

Andther) solut ion, deededasgaas tid thianglos of erzbr, exe—fommed—ss to 295 
\ \ . \ Aas qver’) : : \ \ ss FA r 

straks # \Lined throngs she \ conresponding angl és Sollee Sofethe tvortriang] ese 

ghe point of ‘Unterdaetion \oF these tired, Lineanis.the\point.sought. 

wh (3) Bessol's mathod. This method is more accurate than that previcusly 

deseribed but the co:struction lings often f2il off the sheet. be.t—the-three 

of-the=steszons,— Of the thr@u map points choose two so located that tne” 

point sought dows not lic too near the line which joins then. this can 

easily bo soon by l@@king at the points on tho ground. Lay the alidade 

butwoon the two map points end sWing the table so that gagy in turn is 

directed toward the ground point that it represents. This means that the 

alidade must be reversed between the two pointings. When tablo is sot in 

this way sight the othur one of the threo ground points and draw a line 

23 towerd—it, paying no attontion to its map locetion, through the one of the 

on ie two map points bhak_is NOfgags octet toward its ground location. This gives 

(+9 two construction lines whicH intersect. Lay thy glidade, along the-line 

joining this invorsuction and the map location } for tie point sought lios 

somewhere on this lino andoriont tho table. Hew-eexnteeetron-of—the-point 
een = S SS eee So tnd the ee 

ce 4s directa] to 6. Than with -tatle-ci-m ath ts -trawn—fremt-a-ewermd2, 

termed line ae. The sro coset Lings-intersest-at—ee-—The-ting jeininy ° 

and » is the thne direstion onthe -vatio ob fren the-point-—sought....$at-the-— 

- x i 202- Now locate point sought ty resections from the 

other two fixed. noints. 

Use Pwo point problem. Location from only two points of known location 

may be made in several. wayal}ts the point sought is used only for sketching 2nd 

not as a bese for other determinations resection from the two visible points
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with the table oriented ty eomsa is sutf aie the table can ba set up 

in line ith tvo fixed poivts it can te oricnted on them arnt the location fixed 

by veRection from ancther zixed point. (benar methods involve the use of 2 

tase tine Inia off bat not hecessarily sicacured, from the point sought. ~<from ag 
pee —_— oN? Zone eek i EE 7 

Ar Bake @ construction location of the point sought\in some unoccupied corper 
Be aaa rere nite See 

of the map )and from this with table oriented by guess sight the two ground 

points paying no attention to their map locations. Next Sight the point 

chosen for the other end of the base(having previously made sure that the 

two points can be seen from therd, Go to that location and ley ofi the, - 

along this bose line 40 
base line of{ the shect by estimation. Orient table by backsight ea point 

sought. Then sight the two points from which locations are to be secured. ~* ° 

on 
The construction locations thus determined by intersections £9f the two 

points will be in a line that is paralel to their actual position of{ the 

Go to pent Sovghle and 
ground. A Lay the alidede on this line and sight a distant object. Then ley 

it on the map positions of the two points and turn the table until the same 

distant point can be sighted. The table is now oriented and the location 

of the point sought may be made by resection. Anothe/possible method is to 

: measure and scale off the base. The intersections then give thdsistances 

. 

to the two a from the point sought. 

Sis
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the tvo ends’ of thié bese the 2sted points exg/Locatet by intersections. the 

, i 

angle between $Me lins joiniz’z the two poirts as located in this way and the 

lins hetveexw the correct Agcation on tue sheet revresents the augle through which 

the tanyé cust be turpéa to orient gt. or the distance to-each.of the points 

nay ainetmifthe ase linosis measuyod. Tidstmey de used to obtain loca 
Jf. oe 

tion by intersectins ares, The limitation on these solutions is the possibility 

of obtaining a base of sufficient length from which the two signals can be seen. 

USC -3summar Aarne’ 
ine tetie saeve Gz ‘open country of fir relieg @ plane table sur- 

vey may be started by measuring a base Jing with steel tape or eqyivalent and then 

: locating points by intersections. If possible more than two stations should 

be ocenrietanbitg the base line so as to get a check on tue intersections. Lines 

shoule 21S0 bs dravm to voint: Which my be ceturied Mt carmot be located fron 

the base linc cw account of being invisible trom one end or having two small 

a. 

intersection gyzleds. These poiuts may te located venting intersection from 

1 Hy e : ' points previously located y regection oF Ve lines may be used only for 

: when points ave occupied 
orientetion. A Py oceuvyins successively points located fron the original sta- 

tions the syste: of trianzlation mey be extended over the whole sheot to be 

mepped. Great care mist be used in tuis orp ince the accuracy of the entire 

map depends upon it. Locations meade by the three point method may be used for 

triangz] ation tut evar any stetio:. in whos@® location the comess Was Sepeniec 

te locatedobyngompass cr ientat doris ()en case the comtry is of lov relief, with- 

oat conspicuous lantzmezk3 to use as signals, or is forestes, traversing mist bs 

used. A traverse should be run around the outside of the area to be mapped,



5 
preferably following roads or trails. The traverse mast come tack to the point 

of bezinning. In practice the mp location ‘of this point will never, exactly : 

correspond to its original one, this error is called the *error of Glogare". ‘ 

. Its mamitude depends upon the care with which distances were measured ani the: table 

kept from turning after set ape _Srrors due to local ma metic aeeenat ion ‘all . 

. E : fornine pet Prethect 5 Ss 

destroy the accuracy if the needté Sas been used. Study the error in closure 

and see if you can locate any specific error. If not, and it is not too large, ~ 

join the two plotted positions of the point of beginning. Pass peralle? lines 

through all stations. Rel ocate them proportionately to their distance from the 

point of beginning. This is called adjusting the closure. Account. should be 

taken of relative difficulty in obtaining directions andiistances in different 

parts of the map es well as of distance from the point of veniuntreys ‘The plane 

table is not used to advantage in heavily forested or very flat countrye Other 

methods are more profitable jn auch situation bee 

Ca vttons are (4) 
errors. The pringipal sources of error in plane table surveying as 

failure to orient the table sovrectiy’ pp movenent after orientation. Whenever 

: the table is oriented a sight should be taken at once to some signal. . Before 

leaving, this direction should be checked to demonstrate that no movement has 

taken place. Other faults are dugg shrinkage and expansion of paper due to / 

ehanzes in weather. f#/This is obviated by mounting #we-sheets~et yood paper on mgeden 

site—sid c eet taking-care~to-eross=the-grain of the—paper. 

Bho annoying thing 1s thet paper does not change in size equally in both direc~’ 

tions. nk as snatjeettato1a may be used. f io al Juli ~ 

= iain ee aaa =i 

papers Ayines more aS as if a sheet. of Defers ARAAROe thes” 

teinay/ J'Phe objection $f celluloid is its tendancy to buckle and its large 

Se ‘solution whieh is not_Imown.-t6 have been 

tried, ound be the stount ing o£ paper with rubbersmmmauk cement either om cloth 

or arKorly on another sheet with its gyain at ni (Ter Sold ene be sete
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@i & thin sheet of copper or Any RSS ee tr ee 

Sqpipeese— Another source 0 erres is faulure to have the table horizontal when 

si shting 1 jects smch 2beva of below its level. Oare must be taken with regard 

1@ locations depending uvon inyersectias Jins3. The 30° rele should hold in all 

rn aN 
vases. Fa lure ‘to\ proverly“isensifyfi distant oljects when segn froma different 

Q@ivection may be guardcl esaius? by yotes desc iting she objects sishted and by 

linet Arawm to them from @ short tas>, 600 short to 1oeate the signals accurately 

bat stil] sufficient to guard sgaimst big errors. Above all, keep the table 

from being moved, keep the map from exposure to water if on paper, keep it clean 

‘all the tive and 2void omhssions due to eresures. 

: Sketchin case 

General. The sketching case consists of a small board with attached 

and 
compass.4 A long strip of paper is held on rolls on both sides pass€fe 

2 - ant score 
over the top of the board. Anapentel—pretenrtey ee ee See of tne- 

Sl nn ee 

board, JRifle sights on the compass permit of reading bearings some hat ) 
and 1SFan 

in the manner of a prismatic compass,/ tre Bearings are laid off onthe ep 

gpecial Seal, ved to one edge of the Boarc| 
with ee rortacsonl” Mietances are determined by pacing or time of travel. 

fhe instrument is primarily designed for military mapping on horseback but 

is used to some extent by geologists. 3+ is undoubtedly slower than a plane- 

tablebyt befler than the Follow LOG method 

Gompass and notebook 

Gempase traversing y@In mking 2 compass traverse say :f a read, dis- : 
. ys 

tance may be measured in any wy, but as the oc mmss is not an instrument of 

a ae : Methoe ; 
reat precision, they will tsually be measured by seen! Merk the point cf 

starting. Read the bearing or azimth ahead to some reccgnizable landmark such 

as a@tree, Reccrd same. Tho mark need not be atthe point ycu next intend tc 
: peyend that. \ 
‘+ stop but may be atua_distanee. Keep on the line by walking directly toward 

the mrk ené keeping ycur eves cn it all the time. When you can gc no farther 

cr must make a turn, stop and take the bearings of net cnly the next mark or 

“staticn" 2head, but lsc of the cne »revicugly cccupied. If there is any lecal
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“isturbanee cf the ccmpass 2b any station this precee@e will disclcse it. 

ca) in reyicns -vhere there is m.reasen tc think there is lccal mgnet ic attraction 

yor 4 oonsidersble savin; cf time mey be accomplished by not stcpping et every pcint 

“but 2t the jivst statin sight 2 rea@ily veccmizable land mark 4t the next 

turning; pace to it, turn; zo on plcing as long as locking back you c2n see the 

mark; step and read bearings hack te the mark and to one ahead. Never fcllev 

tuis orce2edure ina towm. Objects off of the line cf traverse should have 

their bearings taken from at least two pcints if it is desired tc obtain their 

lccaticn. Along a winding rcad or stream sh: rt cuts can be traversed and the 

lecation of the road cr stream sketched in. The following forms nay be used for 

notes. z - 

Bt2. occ. : sta. sighted : _ Rearinefor tatonth) : sibebaesoal ly asst 

Tt is best to Garhy @ protractor and aetually. tip the traverse in, the fis1e. 

@rose seebi cn yaper cr uepee with wulet parsllel Lined: Gsuvery-harty ‘since the: * 
approvemat?é 

north directicn can be found at any point. For rouzth reccnnaissance bas tan- 

gents of the angles measured may be platted vy the use cf cross section paper 

“ich saves the use of a prctractor. If ac cvcs3 section paper is available, the 

. angle betwean tho sm compass readings mist be computed and laid cff. Piis 

: is @4asigr with azimuths than with bearings and if geektly facilitated by dravinz 

2 rough sketch -f the relation between the two lines. A reugh sketch shtvring 

Girecticns and distance: shculd always be made in the field even if no attemnt 

_ can be made at accuracy. It will prevent many large errors. The bearings to 

cbjects nct visited should be platted. The intersections give the map lccaticns. 

=f several sights te the same cbject de not intersect at the same place, an 

error is at cnce made apperent. Jccations cif the line cf travel can be used 

in massing laces where the @istance camct be measured. In this case, as with
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‘@ location of a point geoupied bat not measured to, compass beerings are 

perlonged cn the sap irom the points cf ‘m wn position. Their intersecticn 

7S the place wh oe they vere taken from, While cnly two bear ing are neces~ 

sary, three cr mire re valuable as a eneck on cne ancther.- 

“Station : Time; Bar. : Corrert ian. Law __- aa 

Agvahtages of con Survey. A compass survey should be made where 

(1) tha eight weight cf a plane table or cther instruments prevents their use; 

(2) where the amcunt cf wrk tc be dcne does net justify carrying other MORE 

pulky instruments, (3) in thick brush; or (4) where it is desirable to avoid 

attracting attenticn, The compass is slower than the plane table under most 

Sond ibions« oes Gt ° 

Table of aphreximate fangent s 
—— Ofisut sh dedtane af 16 units 
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INSTRUMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF VERTICAL ANGLES 

General. Geologists need to determine vertical angles (a) in measuring 

the dip of strata, and (b) in measuring differences )f elevation. Instruments 

comiuonly used comprise (a) Abney level, and (b) Brunton Compass. 

Sti dee eat 

oe wv vshe The Money levei is ike the nand level except thet 
P Tonk : 
oa ee 

the level vial can be rotate’ on a horizontal exis. Amn are and vernier attached 

to this eis indicates vertical angles. This vernier on most instruments is 

graduated so that it can be read in both directions. It is divided to 5%Inin" 

In case the reading is less than 30' read one end of the matar scale from the i 

QO which is in She middle. In case the fractional degree is over 30' read the 

other end*”” inspecvion of the position of the 0 point on the scale of degrees 

will show at once which end to read. 

Adjustment |di Abney Level. Adjust the Abney levelin the same way 
BAS Sc & sere 3t one side in front 

as the hand ievel. Movement is accomplished oy geryews:-at--each.-end,of,-the Jevel 

Which m-ves the «ire and mirror as in some hand levels’ 
wishx : 

(j/5e. x j — 
Be RA ops of .bney Levels The limit to the usefulnass of the 

Abney level is fixed by its crudé line of sicht rather than by the sensitiveness 

of the bubble. Never attempt to get accurate angles at distances of over 1,000 

feot.aiurbserably pe vessthan HRIK, Clamped at @ , the instrument is a hand 

level. = —> 

a Brunton Compass./. The Brunton compass can be used to sieasure verti- 
: Uys 2 

cal angles by wnfoldinzg the sight vane, foldinz back at right anzles the little 

peep sizht on the end and half closing the cover. Now with the instrument held 

sideways, siszht through the peep sizht on the end of the vane and the hole in the 

cover. Point the line of sizht at the object and center the Jevel bubble seen 

in the mirror by means of the lever on the bottom of the instrument. @he7ansle 

~ e 

, > eae 

Ag eee cit 
ty
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\AMeasuring dips. In order to measure dips of strata with either of 

the above instruments it is impractiable to simply lay them on a bed as shown 

in illustrations in many text books. It is best to either(a) lay the instru- 

ment of a long straight stick that is laid on the beds or as this is generally 

not available (b) place the eye in the same plane with one of the beds 

and hold up the instrument so that its edge comes on the edge of the bed in 

question where at the seme level as the observers eye. Then center the 

; bubble. Dips can rar@ly be measured closer than to the nearest degree. 

Measuring elevations. To obtain the difference of elevation wher~ 
7 

horizontal distance is known multiply by tangent of vertical angle. 

A method which avoids the carrying of a table of tangents is used by army 

officers. Construct a scale for the map seeke used on whichythe difference 

of elevation on a one degree slope in any given horizontal acer aed 

20-fect-iripiertien telat tf threshepe-ic—one—degree, Since a one degree 

unit units : 
slope is equal to one feet km vertical in 57.3 feet horizontal the following 

on desired 
formula will give the length of, a scale to show Saplat—teet difference of 

elevation on a one degreqblope. 

Length®=Diff. in elevationX scale of map divided by tangent of 1 deg. 

Kecomputed this is: 

i Length=diff. elev.X scaleX 57.3. see Map Scales 

The scale 1s sfatecl asa Fraction , ? ) 
Alrurtts-shovlt ve computed in tmcehes. § susifor Bilas dif 20 foow 

= ae 

10 toss WA Dal-s.d-onasee oe : ts 

blll T/ Uf are /| 
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ie To wee this scale to measure differneces of elevations for foiver slopes ; 

= than one degree obtain the reading for the desired distance with the scale 

: an multiply by the number of degrees actually observed. This rule holds 

only up to about 15 degrees since it is only an approximation. The error 

at 15 degrees is Bergan It is sometimes necessary to find the 

S heigth of a point to which horizontal distance cannot be measured. In this 

qo-#h case read two angleSto the point from opposite ends of a base measured in 

iY], of such a direction that all observations hie in the same plane. Then use the ~ 

r1 i formula 4eigth = base divided by difference Gf cotangents of the two vertical 

Ky : SS Se ee 

} L j a Section making in inclined gedkumniz beds. Sections of inclined 

AP a beds may be measured with the Abney level or the Brunton compass in much the 

/ } : same way aS with a hand level is used in measuring horizontal beds. 
/ 

f In this case set the instrument to the angle of dip and proceed as with the 

level. Thickness of strata at eacn shot is heigth of ovservers eye multiplied 

by cosine of dip. 
See es 

/. A convenient method where the hasexafxkx point vertically beneath the ovject 

\ can be reached is to set the Abney level to ope of the points given on the 

\ scale of slopes which is generally opposite to the scale of angles. Slopes 

x are measured as so many units horizontal a to one vertical. Set to 1 inl 

YJ and the engle is 45 degrees*,1 in 2 it is about 26g degrees. With this data 

| it is easy to place oneself at such a distance from the inacessible object 

that it is sighted when the angle is set at a easily computed slope. The 

| horizontal distance is then measured, the computation made and the heigth 

of the observers eye above the ground added. This method is a good one 

by which to measure the heigth of the face of a quarry. 

;



Contour spacing. Scales may be made for any particuhar map which show Pp 

the spacing of contours of any particular interval at different degrees of 

slope. The construction of such scales is greatly facilitated by a mechod 

invented by W. J. Mead. Construct a scale for the lowest slope desired, 

probably ~ degree. At one end erect a perpendicular. Connect all points 

on the scale with the same point on the perp€ndicular. The proper spacing 

for twice the slope of the bottom line is found half way from this point 

to the base, for three times at one third the distance and so on. Rather 

than use separate scales for each slope the method employed in the Army 

can be followed. On one scale spacing for 3, 1, 2, 4, and 8 degrees is shown 

by simply marking the proper lines in adifferent way. Other combinations 

can be worked out so that nearly all slopes up to 12 degrees can be shown 

by use of only four scales. : 

Distances from vertical angles. Whenever the difference of elevation 

between two points is known the horizontal distance can be worked out 

by the same process as used to obtaing differences of elevation from vertical 

skied backwards. The rule is to divide the vertical distance by 

the tangent of the vertical angle. If a slope scale is used divide the 

-vertical distance by the number of degrees weed and the resulting reading 

on the shope scale is the map distance of the point. This method is of 

: value when the elevation above a body of water is known and distances 

to points on its shope are desired.
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INSTRUMENTS FOR DETERMINATIONS OF DIRECTIONS, DISTANG ay AND ELEVATIONS : 

COMBINED. 

Genr&al. Instruments for determination of directions, distances, 

and elevations combined comprise (a) telescopic alidade with plane tablo, 

and (b) engineers transit. 

| Bie tekesconie al idede: _eoxsty’ setion, Bdgnstneng git crgs | 

Gonstsuction. The telescopic alidade consists of a simphe telescope with 

$vo vrincip’l lenses. The large lens is called the objective, tho smalloty 

woucbiyoompoumd, is called ihe ocular. A reflecting prism in'the ocular or 
a : which oan there fore 

weplese smUles the observer to lagk through the instrument With -grester_ozse 

beset near fo ife base. j tes . ye 
than-#f tone were-srovided. It arse makes objects appeer richt side up But with 

bight am left interchanged. Just in front of the ocular is a rimg on which | 

ar. notnbed fous wiras, three horizontal and one vertic2l. The yo as 

2m) to revolve both on af axis in a horizontal plane at richt antles to its em 

axis and + the mounting around its axis. The former motion is provided -ith a 

ny 
: clamp and slow motion scraw.. The latter notion is only used for adjustment arc 

- ”ys £1 front of the horizontal axis 7 : ; 

is elanpet ty 2 ring,” On top of the telescope is 2 post to high 3 Stridins 

level can vo ateachot. his lovel is remeve': to 4 post on the tase when ths 

instrunerit is not in ase. 4A small coumas3 cay or may not te attached to the 

: ; 2 Poy reading vertien | 
base wiich ota bas a geale alonz one side. [he are tov re sep 

ect Y y ad) uvstable ndex Whith avrrres a teve}. ana It S AAS Hn KA) VST & e inmaex Ww c 

Be Ad justmentde€ oyepiece. - Tho cyepieee {or ocular) mmst be fecased on 

‘the wires. ‘urn tho tolescope toward ge light and move the eyeviece in or “it 

until the wires 2psear shary and clear.  [s-diffepent—instruments this is done 

eehe te ee 
either by sliding or by peeve The seflecting pr¥gm is free to turn to any



eee ae = ae : — ~eo 

antle <tithcat affecting the focus. This adjustment is made once for al] for oa. 

skiep usor ef the aaa fest its accuracy by turning dewn the telescope % 

aud focusing the objective upon sane object. by means of the kmurled screw. If 

on slightly moving the eye, tha eae appear to ‘move on the image of: the odvjeot 

the orror i3 called "parallax". See a4 this effect is aus, to faulty focusing 

of the objective, If not, turn to the sky and readjust the eyepiece. : 

. Lp ‘Gollimation or line of sights he object of this adjustment is to 

VY. make the line of sight coincide with the axis of the telescope. The line of 

Sight is fixed by the intersection of thé cewter and vertical wires. 

{1} Boosen the clamping rigg to that the telescope may be revolved on 

its own axis. ee 
5 solic 

(2) Place the instrument on a firm support like a (pants 

(3) Point the telescope at some distant fixed object of small size 

and center the line of sight accurately upon it. The telescope need not be 

horizontal. 

(4) Rotate the telescope through 180° being careful to not disturb 

the support of the instrument. 

ee {5) Rotate the reflectinz vrism so that you can look through it (this 

may be done by holding it vhile the telescope is rotated) and see if the point of 

intersection of the wires has moved. If it has not the adjustment is correct. 

. (6) If the adjustment is off correct the position of the wire inter< 

section ONS HALF the distance, both Wektacetiy or horizontally, which they appear 
tr. 

to have moved on account ‘of therotation of the telescope. 3 

‘adjustment’ of the ee is accomplished by means of four screws which . 

hold the ring on which, they are a, in many instruments the heads of these 
is saoee : m 

serews, which are just in front ‘of the eyepiece: are.concedled bya ‘wire. . 

Galdent tas pw and obt2in a small screw driver with 2 sharp blade.’ the ‘hails 

in the telescope are not threaded, but only those on the ring. The holes on 

the telescope are considerably larger than the s¢rows.  ‘/hen 211 four scrows



Kx 7 

are loose, the entire ring with the wires ay be rotated through 4 eonsidereble 

angle. By tightening one serew and looseairg the opposite one the ring may be 

moved from side to side. Never attenpp> anv considerable moveiont without loosen- 

ing a]1 the serews. Mover set the serawship too ticht, They are brass and can 
ss 

¥ 

reacilly te stripped. Set thom firmly with a srall serew driver. 

WW ye In 2d fast ing the line of collimation with iustrasents thet show an 

erect ipage with right and left reversed, locsen the screw avay from which the 

vertical wire smst apmarently be moved, and tighten the opposite screw. After 

correctins; one half the error test the adjustuent agein, Contime until no 

error is apparent. : 

ae “. 

Y Wy Check this adjustment at least once a week and whenever the instrument 

has been subjected to any unusual jar. 4 

Wages Sty | Level. Tho object of this adjustment is to make the lino of sight 

Ay parallel to the tbble axis so that it will be horizontal when the bubble is 

‘ centered. The two collars on which the level rests are supposed to be concen- 

tric with the axis of the telescope. 5 a 2 

{1) Set up the instrument and center the wubble. oh 

(2) ‘Jithout disturbing the instrwnent remove the level and replace 

turned end for end. : 

(3) See if the bubble st&1l1 centers. If not, move HiLF WAY back with 

the slow motion screw. 

{4) Remove level and turn the adjusting screw on the bottom of the level 

with a screw driver until when replacad the bubble centers. Check this adjustment 

at | 
with —— up. 

With a2 new instrument it would be well to test the naralloliam in the 
= RH BNMAALAY 

Same way 2s with 2 level. See section on adjustment cf hand-leval, 

é LAAY UST ment- mMdex level. -« -Placo tho striding level on tho tel- 
oscopo end chuck its adjustiunt. fuvel the teloscopo. With knurled screw 
on loft side of instrument sot the index so that it reads 30 on the dogrou 

scale and 50:on phe Boaman arc. Thon with capstan-hcaded scrows at onds of 
lovel on tho! dee sot it to read lovol when the striding lovel is the same, 

Bo suro .scrows are tight but do not strip then. No-netes—are—required-for— 

fitkeromeretee, Chi, odtwtre TD ph Qe, pol Ub, 
(\ ( (\ \



ae ni ton’ Stadia constant. The distance between stadia wires cannot be altered. 
1 i nee : i 

"4 test say be made of a nev instrument by reading the rodjat distances measured; > 

with a steel tare (under different Migat and weather contation;) If any & 

Ra 253 
discrepancy is sevecled a nev stadia constant mst be employed in all work . 

If it evér is eee to install new wires the constant must be then determined. 

Replacement of wires. Provide/a fittre shellac dissolved in 2lconol, i 
; eee (c} dnd (d) a anal) stich 

sume nactice ), mir of Gividers or a forked stick, end some spider web, Use —- gy Tweezers 

cither web from 2 cocoon or fresh web of 2 small spider. Remove the eyepiece. , ‘ 

Take out two of tle sores Loldiny the ring ani loosen the other ty sak 5 S 

@, saarpened Stick in one hole to use for a handle before removing the other : 

Screws. Now remove the ring. J amaead same sannor, placing wires on side ; 

C toward eyepiece. a = = ae eee Cae \ 
Why Press a piece of beeswax on each prong of the dividers or forked stick. < 

Tet a sm11 web fall from the end of one of the prongs or pick up a single thread \ 

fro: the cocoon, stretch the thread icderately and attach to the other prong. \ 

If old web is used, it should first be dammened by dipping in water for 2 few | 

secomds. Place the web across the ring, using 2 aganee to insure their being yi 

on the marks. Fut a small drop of shellac on each enc and allow to stand unt i Se : 

ary. < = = 
x f 0 premepatte level. It is rarely necessary to test this adjustment of 

S “qhe wills eye level. Level the table with the alidade in one position. Reverse 

‘the alidade and see if the bubble is still on center, or better place the instru- 

ment on a surface known to be level. Correction »must be made by inserting yapsr : 

under the edges of the level. 

Ad” —felescope axis and vertical wire. The vertical wire may be out of 

perpendicular owinz to sliv ping of the telescope in its clamp. It may be thrown 

out during the adjustment. Level the table and test eitaer on the corner of a 

building or a plunb line. No adjustment ofthe horizontal axis can be made in 

the field. any error in this would be the ms of damage to the instrmment. 

Care ob the arsdaae ‘ oo Phe alidad> is composed of rather soft non~ 

magnetic metals. Never lay it on the groun. or on rocks. Replace in the case



®hoenever not th Use, making sure the Vievel is firmly attached to its poehs 

Never leave the table with the alidade-upon it. Never leave go. of it unt il table 
Bly = Pon of set _v fe on P avement br traveled burt of a mail 

is Tevel and clamped f as r Sate two weeks wipe off the instrument with = f A rates 

teats with light UP aenore the springs which play against the vearing 

stude, Wire clean, stretch © little, replace. Remove the gradienter screw and 

clean. Keep the plate against which it presses tight. Resurface it if holes 

form (this is necessary only if a gradienter is used for readings}. ever 
I k tne 

move without Bet es compass needie. Do not release the needle unless . 

approximately on the magnetic meridian. Open and dry the compass box if instrn- 

ment has been used in rain. De—not—perform-unnecessary“adgustiientsyenut.use 

methods vhich-elt-aimeateinstrumental-errors.~ 

Uze of tenentexeteomiocabidads.— General. The telescopic alidade is 

used in the som? manner 2c tha open sight instrument except that it can be used 

to daternuine distanco by stadia readings and is capable of greater accuracy than 

the other type. It is used by geologists mainly in oil work.



(/se- Rods. Many different kinds of rods are used with the telescopic DB 

aid dade Geologists generally take longer shots than do engineers and so 

need rods which can be read at greater distances. The writer prefers a 

rod divided to single fect only in alternate blaciend white except that the 

fixe rien and the tenth feet are divided into tenths. Such a rod fourteen 

fect long ixhhemereversipbe-mmbh can be used either way up. “igures on the 

feet are handy but cannot be seen at long distances so that the writer 

thinks they can be omitted. If painted on the rod it would be an excellent 

idea to show them as they appear in a mirror so that they Hould eas 

correctly in the alidade. An engineers level rod can also be used by holding 

it upside down for the distance readings so that one wire can be set on the 

top of the rod and the target Sona the other wire in respogse to signals. 

The U. S&S. Geol. Survey use paper strips which can be gummed onto a board 

with shellac. They are divided into tenths of feet. A good idea would be 

to obtaine black paper cut to proper lengths which could be gummed onto 

a plain white rod. If a painted rod is used it should fold up for carrying. 

tnd gh in the middle of a fourteen foot rod is generally sufficient. 

hinge ie-placed at thejoant. 14 is most convenient to place a short 

length of board on the upper half of the rod. When in use the rodman uses 

this to pull up the top half while the reading is being taken. d 

: (oC Signals. If some methods are used it is necessary to have a system 

of Minka by which the rodman can communicate results to the man at the 

instrument. ‘hat commonly in use is: Right hand raised vertically= 1, 

horizontal=2, down =3, left hand vertical=4, horizontal=5, down=6, koth 

hands vertical=7, horizontal=8, down=9, over head=0. Remember that the 

alidade changes directions ft left and right.



| | | | 50 

Zé St Use @ Stadia. The rod reading between is two outer wires is 

 & multiplied by 100 to give the horizontal distance. Thus (the line of sight 

being horizontal) 1 foot on the vcd represents 19C fees on the ground. & 14 -foot 

rot will thus permit the xeasurement of distances up to 1400 feet. At greater 

distances the interv21 between two of the wires mey te read ("half interval'). 

In this case the rod reading is multiplied by 200. 

—requiret==aseadn Vola taimbervals-andaaverage. Ohe vse of the half interval 

Will enable one to read distance up to 2800 feet with 4 14 foot rode It is 

generally a¢vicable to move the telescope with the slow motion screw until one ; 

eee Fractions ofa foot canbe ver ON 
wire is on an even foot, oxten the top of the Pins The constant (f + c) can \Feet Whivh 

generally be neBlected in plane table work sirce it is less than a foot with a ee iv ded, 

sm@ll instrument. it is dometingas becca to read distances more than 200 a 

tings the roa length in order to éross dmpagsible grtand or to avoid hav ing to 

ee : is 

oddois ; ‘ fee :
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Bee 2a a lee 
_ + ‘iste an additional set up. The-following-methoda-peve been = ~*~ 

e ‘Bkepted from Mether;—1:F<? The mami pulatiom of “whe verescopic 

alidadg im geologic mappieg: Denison Univ., AJ. Sci. Lad, ( 
Pole 295° PRs FP-142,5-1919 6 At Times “not @novgh Or The v¢ unter vas « 

alps Method (2) Rotate the telescope 90 deg. so that the stodia 
0 ¢ wires are vertieal. Signal the rodusn to use some mark lim res 

& tree for one end of a base line. Line in one of the wires aS 

e® this mark and motion the rodman te move over unt{} his 
veg beld edgewise is in line with one of the other wires. 
Be wil then svasure the distance on the ground which war : 

subtended by the wires used, The digtance may be either 

emmanicated by siamals or recorded for later comunicatiqn 
Z@ is then anltipliies by afther 190 or 200 depending on im- : ; ele an eike 
terval asad, Tio roc man witt breh wely nee ol Q Lield glass To sts Se 

Method €2) Rotate telessose 99 Ge aathed (4). Signal radmen 
to hold vod horicentatiy. Lise fa me wire ea base of rod. 
Metien redman to move red ae thet & to ere top & 
was before. Repeat untid j ae WER. 

Dietance wikiaes thea have Ger ai gnals. 
EPCS A a. Car Mrrinancodigh 

: Method (3) af seherasibes Wehonds upon finding tho aaount that the 
visiblo part’of-tho roj failstto-epega half interval and adding this to theo Crvéd beag, 

+2 obtain the proper readin This amount is jsasured in torias of drum reading 
; and thon tho value of this reading at tac'lis-tance thestedeks is determined 

sy Ta i! sScuing how many fovt are passei over on the rod when the tolescope is 
|) 4 2s burned through this, anount. (a) place top or middle wire on top of visible 
ag Sort of rod, (b) rvad and record drmm, (c) tighten drum screw until next 

" 6 lower wire is on lowest visiblo division of rod, (d) rvad and record drum, 

35 Va) tighten screw this numveor of divisions, the difference of the two readings, 

(f) road tie aumber of fout ond fractions that the wire. has moved up from 

its former position ct the bottom of the visible. portion of the rod, and ‘ 
(g) add this figure to the longth of visible rod thus giving length &¢ half 
interval if it coubd havo been socn od obtain distance by multiplying by. 200. 

Methec (4) Use fiastiod 4 in-cubbine.—sfHée dupends upon the assumption e 
that.one complete revélution of the drun swings the telescope over 1 foot : 
on the rod at distance of 100 feet. It akew swings tne telescope over a 
full intcorval rod roading. Assuming thot yousecn suo Lesse. shalt@of-the 
full—inotorvalonthesred~Swing the telescope: over tail ctince Gea several 
tines and avercge the differences in drum readings that are obtained. 
Note thet ono entire revolution is called 1.00 . Divide distance swung over 
by drum rvading to obtain distance. ~ 

Seah aay (5) ca = 

ck..rusult..on toraerletomainetions. “cothod 5 iJepends upon finding wout 

fraction of the half interval is spanned by the visible portion of the rod. 

Observed lefth on rod: helt inteval reading :: drum reading swinging over 

visible Lorith of rod : drum reading for half intoval swing. The last figure 

should be 0,50 turn but it is best to check this by. actually swinging the 

telescope through a half intoval. The-euthine-gives-rulusafor—tie routine 
of-observation—but_it—is_bost to-grasp_theilca.bgrerereatvompting—tolearn 
poberePess fa i ied. 2 ade 3 
his oe cha hoa ee Deh ev thin .3 or G . 

G&ViGe4 BY pm. eI go “ £



| Sound rod readings. A system of stadia readings __ ; 

used by English makes use of two short rods each with a a 

target on the ends, \ For distences up to the sumof the 
aye Cannecren i two rods placad en‘ tovend (about 8-feet) the-two-aie 

consiaeted:-$8 /gbthor, The targets are speed by simale from 
OZ a A 

the instrument €o-span a full-or half interval and the ' 
the vedman! yods 

result signaled backs! For very long shots the flags are 

stuck in the ground in accordance to signals and the hori- 
d tétenc a 

zontal difference-measured with a tape. The stadia vires Oe 

are kept. vertical. The method allows of long shets against 

—Differences in elevation. Te obtain differences in ele~ 
vation the rod is always held vertically. The formmis 

Diff. elevation = 100 X red reading Xivin 2 vertical sagle 
@ives the vertical Gistanee between the inatrument and the 
position where the middle wire outs the rod. In practice 
the results sre found ty the use of stadia tables or speaial : 
alide rules. The latter are mich more r3 tte are neh ite 
ag accurate. Direotions for use accompady thbths ff rte he | 
dees not abbly with metheds 4 @ahg b. fot dis tant , 

Sorreation of distance. The remdt 21005 wR Peaking Heve 7 
does not give true horizontal distance wiléss tbiddcope is sy sine of 
devel but the difference is searcely appreciable at angle ft an94 
less than 3 degrees. ye formla)> horizontal distance equalé 
appareht distance X cos” vertical anglo,teased, In practich 
the values are obtained es with differences {n elevation. fa 
platting with small scales they can be neglected op te 20 seg. Z nae 
vertical angle. Withmethods 1,2,and G multiply by Cos 

Field proceedure. Differences of elevation can te messared 
27, (3 Th) use of vortical angles read on arc, (2) use of telescope 
AF <38 & level, (3) step method, (4) Seaman arc, (5) gradienter 

. Gem. Of-these{1})_1s.used when-angle-exceeds that at which 
any Wire will. cut the rod-with telescope-ievel, I¢-is- 
espectaity-applicable to rather-high—emeles. |i" (8) and (5) are 

Prapowae eects eed pe me 3 

) Level sishts.  iiways read bove}s with the bubble sertered if possiblc. 

The readings thus taken are much more accurate than inclined sishts. If the 

middle wire does not strike the rod read the wire that does and add or subtract 

the half interval reading on the rod from the actual reading. Soe — To wey 

perce Féin Os ee ng les, itt laeywire ga are aie ine s—}+—o.n.9 Ip 

ne Ww rye VEC { as 0 pe ™ , ork CY per. m tc . pe rs zs 1



+\ Yertical angle method. The routine of observation is a3 
tolyovs: t 3 

(1) Line in the red 90 that vertical wire is em it, =e 
4g the field of view of the telescope is small first sight over 
the top to gét general direction, then get exact line when 
looking through instrament. At first a help is te place a pin 
oF fine needle fn the table to mark the station cecupied. This 

cannot be done when celluloid sheet 1s used and is not permitted 
on very small scale maps. 

(2} Set top wire on top of rod or other conveinent point 
and read distance. when sun is behind rod less distance can 

ve read than when illuminetion is good. 
(3) Redord distance. 

Ses 
(4) Set middle wire anywhere on the rod. (First-see-tf-anyoos—the 

Erthey Do p oY 10 foet thovk are. common ay, used 
. wWires-will-strike_the..rod-with.bubbl e-contereds: If inate not foliow this 

meen) j . .- ~ : : wee . ¥ . 

‘ (5) Record reading of center wire. ae 

: (6) 3iznal, rodman ta 70 on. ; % : 
(7) Grey Dont Dever : : Se a = 

(7) Read vertical an-le with vernier. Ao a Ee dk 

(8) Record th - ‘é > ee 

ee : sie : Y a 
A (10)- ; , : 

y- STnwl, 30-00 fre Mere 
/ (12) Obtain-differonce-of-t-vo-readings, Since scale is continuous 

| it will at — be_aprarent whether the Line of sizht is inclined up or down. 
Ur, Ay ~auny) Whitin OO +- Ohole and vem porrsa 

i (13) Gompate difference of elevation with slide rule or table. 

| (14) If angle is large enough compute horizontal distance. | : 

\ - ss a 1 Of ti ta: in whict ase & aoe 

| igt jugtment-in-the pabbie/ would be-serious; repeat the-operations™ : 

i from {9)-on with Teve reversed. -Avarece the two -readings./ _Por_very_refined-~ork~ 
| / / : 5 

\ See rotated -160°-on-its— 

\ axis.,-makingfowr—readinys tobe ayoraged, but-which should. notvany Aidely. —fhis- 

Liminates 217 instrumental. — Great—care showlébe taken. iXreading. the 

-vernier— sineo-an- error 0f-a-single-minute-means-an error of 033 ia 1000 feet. 
vel. oo ee ee ea eo 

Ps be sure where the zero is dn the scale of degrees. Estimate from this what 

hhe reading will be. Then look for the coinciding lines with 4 magnifier. 

J 

ya 

Recordy Thon look again to be sure, first, that you road tho cofreét Bere Line, 

gocond, that you read the correct number of degrees in thé richt dbbactisn on the | if 

aacre, Mem het of com cing. line on verity gives. DVM OGre TW”



fo 
Form of notes-vertical agle system. All motes should be kept sy 

: in a good tielihovesboot in either hard pencil or “it fountain pen. The 

idea is to (a) put the items across the page from left to right in the order 

in which the observations are made and (b) keep related items in adjacentt 

colums. The writer prefers the following form 

: Location a ; S er eS : Elevations _ 
tajRod [Dist.| Oblique] Diff.| Rod. | Compt.ak&ax)Net dxfdx| Sta S.s. 

| | | ; Pia Tee a * fae al : 

The two columns at the left are for locations of table and rod os 

Do not confuse them with the elevation columns. Distance colum contains 

100 times the full interval rod reading, thas is the apparent distance. : 

True horizontal distance is not shown. Oblique column is for ES enting. 

magrorenes gam ye capi ttter ath pt tanh foe 
agit eclane 9 Tor roting of middle wire for obtaining elevation. 

Difference columns are for computed difference, that is difference of elevation 

of the instrument and the point on the rod indicated in the colum to left. 

Net difference te this figure corrected by the rod reading to indicate 

difzerence -of elevation of instrument and ground where rod is held. 

Signs must be indicated. 

Last three colums are for elevation of instrument (H. I.), ground elevation 

of rod $o-be used to obtain elevations from later, and ground 

; elevation of rod where no further sights will be taxen to that point ~—the- 

bart are-entten (side snotp. In this system of notes it is presumed that 

the turning point system of vravorschs used. Signs of net difference 

indicate if it is to be added or subtracted from last elevation. 

Computed differences are obtained with aiter a @tadia computer or a stadia 

table. Many computeys read only to 1000 feet apparent distance. For long 

shots compute difference for that distance, then difierence for excess and 

add results. Sone—Levelsights—will undoubtedly beincluied; ia—hese-pe— 

Signs of emgles are obtained automatically. Signs of difference of elevation



carry the same sigh as the angle in the case of foresights (sights to 6% 

points not yet determined, including side shots) and the opposite in the 

case of backsights (sights to determine elevation of instrument from a 

previously determined point.) This can be memorized as the reverse when 

the observer is lxxxlooking backward on Be cena: To obtain net differ- 

ence of elevation give the rod readings for elevation a + apgm for back 

sights and a - sign for foresights. emainders are computed algegraicly. 

Always show sighs in notes; it is a great help in checking computations. 

Some level sights will always be mixed in among angle shots. Always be 

sure to indicate which wire was read. Carry lower wire shots as - angles, 

with half interval value in computed difference colum, 

pea wire readings put rod reading in net differegnce column, “upper wire 

readings as + amgles with helf interval value in computed difference column. 

Con put ations, aE he alk computation remember thaf- 

results! wre no more acevrate then fhe data. LF 

ov raed elevations on rod to nearest tenth 

a a seet alo hot compute closer tian 

Jo nearest tenth and if yet read “ody to 

paurest feet cate pute ety fo nearest ok 

: When a com fout afion com es oot at A F 

ibe tie exe®. wae BOE



and atersections, : Pie = 
See — eee 

Vertical angles, In obtaining the elevations of points ome by 
ar 

intersection or by the three point method differences of elevation «wy-be computed 

by the formule: 

Diff. elev. = hor. dist. K tan vert. angle. ag tease comp & 40Y. 

Seale off the distance-in feet shown-on the-map and_use- either a_slide wulg,or a 

table.of-matural=tangeatsser=both.. If the distance is considerebheysay-over 2 

mile, account smst be made of curvature of the earth. This will diminish the 

observed elevetion 2ccord ing to the formas 

Gurvature = 0.667 fe. K square of dist, in miles. 

Refyact ion has the oprosite ¢ffect and decreases the ew'vature corrections 

Mether zives tho foswiue; 

SF Si saee Curvature plus refraction = 9.57135 ft. K sq. of dist. in miles. i 

Refraction is, xw=zsx however, 10t constant so tiat little dependance can be 

placed upon small vertical angles to very distant DO Ss Se TE 

may be used to detormino small vertical angles. A complete revolution doflocts 

the tolescopo about 34% and as 1/500 rovolution can te read it is such more deli- 

cate than tho arc. ee eee Se esas 4 

e ae eee : 2 : Foxn vy, ne GS: can ue ! 

a eee ang l@S f° ~C—~t*~*~<~S:”:C«C ove tion Salle” 
[Ste.oc. jSta sitd, | Di stenco| Oblique) DIT. jComp. diff., HI.| Sta oc. |H.#., Sta si. 
| i : ; | ;F or -|+ or = j erijinst {| ( igr.;fl. | pees uae! eee ease eels — leeeeeer iar 

Note tact clevetions must includd clovetion of instrumont, clevetion of | 
ground below instruaunt, clevation of fleg sighted, and clevation of ground 
bolow fleg. Colum H.I. is for hcigth of instrument above ground mecsured 

with pocket tape. Colum H.¥, is for hcigth of {leg cbove ground as oither 
moasurva when at stotion or obtained from person wuo set the flag. +hese 

figures nevd only bo monsurud to nearest foot. Do not enter signs -far 
dogress ond minutes since they cause confusion but use dash between the two. 

With less than one degree enter 0 before tho dish. “ath loss than 10 minutes 

vater O befor. the figure. Note that with the K. and B, instrument with 
divided scale on are tho difforenco column is not nevded but you must! be 
Cemuiul Voenccord a auno OnglU sh On msn 1s owing ei ee oe



Gouputation of notes on the system given above may be done with (a) table £7 

of natural tangents, (b) ordinary slide rule, or (c) stadia computer. 

The first job is to scale the distances from tue map. If these are nov 

very carefully measured the elevations will not check. The 4 rst method 

is the most accurate. The second method requires the use of — scale of 

sines for eagbotice: than about 6 degrees; this does not involve much error 

but as the scale is coarsely divided is not recommended. If a stadia com- 

puter is ce set the vertical angle on the “horizontal distance" scale 

to the horizontal distance on the foot scale and tuen read difference of 

elevation in usual manner. This is because the apparent distance is not 

observed in this method. Ele vations need only be computed to nearest foot. 

After the elevation of the instrument at a station has been determined 

a readings are all foresights and carry the same skaxakiam sign as that 

of the vertical angle. In computing start at the base line stations where 

ground clevation is known and figure out from that to other stations. 

Since the flags are sighted the corrections for heigth of flag are -. 

Corrections for heighth of instrument are added to ground elevations. 

1?) of a given station 

It will almost elways* be found that core from different 

sights will not check. Go over the work and see (a) that you scaled the 

distances accurately, and then (b) that you preformed the computations 

correctly. If a difference is still present see if it might be due to 

: reaaandinper or lower wire instead of middle wire; this causes an error 

of 17 minutes. An error in reading the scale on the arc or in taking the 

wrong 0 line on the vernier is gent¥ally 30 minutes. See of the error is 

of either of these two orders of magnitude; it it is the shot can be dis- : 

regarded. In adjustment preference must be given to figures based on 

(a) short shots, and (b) low angles. As a general thing the errors in this 

work should never pee 5 feet even if elevations are carried for several 

g miles from the base.



c Coe 
a = swe stoyanttod tear ecestiar oF ww Greeting 11: 

all tkres wares fail to touch the aC TSS alas ae. the rod) one my note 5 % 

some fixed object cut by the bottom aioe, Then turn dowm the telescope until 

the top wire is at theplace where the béttom wire was before. If the * migddhevire 

nov cuts the rod, ond the rod and ad@ the full interval rod reading to obtain 

the reading there would have beenif the rod were long enough to nave been causht 

) at first. oo { Cont : : cane ae ) 

e Dist | ago SiS ey 4. The process can be repeated up to six times, bey ond 

Waich it is not accurate. The-method.shoald-only-be-uset for" Side shots and then 

not. for-weryapSPEaHE "Ones. It is an excellent check on important sights. ..., Qeamaa 
Gan t Con vtrea aiseteuegn ce Ls mio tt as with ang — Cae 

a (4) Beaman arc. ie Sioasiaen arc is an adaptation of the step method] An a. 

are is provided with graduations for each step. These increase in length with 

increase of Verret angle. Readings therefore cannot be interpolated between 

mfr nf the Sie ans ates. a: easily read and the computation is very 

simple, since the—fuli interval _rod—reading—is—ml tipl ted bythe -—mumber-of-divistons 

from-the-cenbex-pointo4tho—seake—{marked-50};—The-rowrine is a5 Follows — 

(1) Line in the station as directed for other nethod. 

(2) Read Aistance. i : a 
: @) hens sepa fe (Lintevva {| Yeu di ne ,not appar ent fonee 

: (4) Genter cabbled h ' nex 1 

= (5) iith-serew-on Beaman are: “get-xero~pointto-50. 

(8h ~furm-telescape <i -6T Ly Seen = 

(3) With slow motion serey turn telescope untit Beaman are zero i3 at a 

division. 

(6) 3eaa where canter wire cuts rod. If it does not, try anothsr 

division. :
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- ‘1 (9) Racora roa reading, 

Pee y {z ) Signal rodman on, 

@’ (11) Read Beaman arg, 

. 1) (12) Record same, . ¢ : 

\l-@s ~ : 
Compute dif . : % eke 

z a, 4 spronce of-sTevation by):mltiplying full interval 
esa, its by msinbox Of divisions of Beaten a we ae 

re ta 3 a eam: Te away from 50, ~taies ~ : 

~taadinz in fisurise-el éyaty care c— : se 
3 om of rod. 

(14) Read percentaze com . : 
4 \ w commotion of horizontal distaneegn upper o¢e/€ 

. In this system the Dad 4 f = NS ‘ or \ é ne eee hy 

é \ an - $f compat ing is lightened but the. rodman is 
elias — Ticgeal hie ick, vertical angles ; ; ; Po ee Se There is less liability of 
error in reading ‘enh : J: 1 Wat_there is no check by reversing the-level . pe 

ee ; 5h eC 
eo te Ste ior morose evo Tae i f 
Lotations AYe. \ifloo ca : Rr ee ee 
Sa [Rel | sists! % Ba eet peg GON i 

TG, wed peat te | ao, | Prod, Rod. Gor. Hot dik.) Saka. |\Ste. 77 $5. | 

fee bev Ltn ef Sf ae Tea pth bots Bios pm 
oF BPP ERE 8, ES Pe | 

Mothoad thu Buamen arc is 40 constructed thet one division swings tne q 

telescope oyer one full interval or step. Level is indicated by a reading 

of 50./°8ubtract 50 from Sb’ readiness of the arc ond use the algebraic 

romaindér to multiply the full inturval rod reading ( 1/100th apparont : 

distance) to obtain tho product. Note that apparent and roel distances § ___ 

ars not shown in the notes. Hewmay $rue horizontal distances wb obtained from 

withthie—sysium? Tho sign of the product{or computva difference in vle-\ ebove 

g\yationjis obtained by following rules: = : yr lag 
Pr sight is a B. S. (back sight) for determining clevation of the instrumen® 9 je) ./ion 

from a previously muisursd point sign of product. is oppusite to that of — Aye ovis 

tho romainder when 50 is subtracted from the arc rvading. wer tentang 

If sight is a F. S. (fore sight) to determine clovation of place where rod | 4+... js 

is hold thon sign of product is the same as that of arc remainder. Kor 

The colum for rod correction gives the readings of the middle wire on the 

rod after the are has beun set to read a whole number. i corresponds to 

the column of rod rvedings in the other style of observations except that 

with angles the middle wire can be sut on any part of tho rod whiii here , 

the reading must be taken wherever the arc setting makes it come. 

To obtain net difference of elevation give the rod corrections a plus (+) 

sign for B. S. and a minus (-) sign for F. 5. end use algebraic remainders. 

Sivas indicove if remainder is to be added or subtracted from last elevation. 

yy olAbSo fomember that uphill (+ arc readfmg) net difference is computed difier- 2 

enco( or product} less rod correction and downhill (- arc reading) it is 

: computed difference for product) plus rod correction. Show this—by—diagrams. 

Downhill back sights are +, uphill BSs. are ~, downhill F. Ss. are -, and 

ae F. Ss.-aru +. ‘ : 

STEP metiod obsev ations dre computeclitthe same Way as above



ots ae angles mast always be read by tuming the teleseops in the. 
direction accomplished ty tizhteninz the Steiner ee (slow notion sere} me 

or eradienter against the spring. The number ofrevolutions is 

read cn the horizontal scale above the drum. There are 100 

Civisicas on the dzwn, , Care should be taken that the tension 8 

on the soxving Goes not vary too mach; see that the arm is app- 

roximatiy in the middle of its swing before clamping. ‘See that 

.clamp is tight for any slip will vitiate results. The screw 

is intended to swing the telescope thrcugh 1 foot at 100 feet ~ 

distance. Therefore differences of elevation may be determined ; 

by the following method: {1) Center the bubble, (2) read and 

resord drum, (3) turn drum screw or gradienter screw until 

middle wire cuts the rod, (4) read and record drum, (5) take 

difference in turns snd fraction and hultiply this figure 

by the full interval rod reading. The result is the difference 

in elevation, As the screw must always be tightened the above 

applics cniy when the sight 1s up hill. ‘then rod is below ; 

instrwrent reverse the operations as fo™lows: (1) set middie 

Wire on top of rod, {2) read and record drum, (3) turn up until 

bubbi- sextors, (4) read and record, (5) take difference etc. 

: On ray iW clvememvc the screw does not dbx just as intended 

ty the maker, ‘hen make a correction table by either one of two 

methods. Mathorsmethoa{ Ajaeneron the screw until its does 

not take hold. (1) tighten mtil it does take hold and then 

(2) set drum to read ©, (3) tkegkke read vernier on arc, (4) | 

tighten cne complete turn, (5) read vernier, (6) go on for 

10 turns in seme manner and then repeat entire operation 5 

times. {7) tabulate and average results stating the angular 

value of eath turn. (8) complete the table by looking up | 

—— of Bakg of each yalue and multiply each result by 

299. ‘The results are the feet swing for each turn at 100 feet.



ee oak ie oe Bdition 1924 ee 1 
: English'e method-(-Suglish, WsAy, Some planetabie mothods: 

Am. Asoc, Petroleoun Geologiets,-Bull., vol. 8, pp. 47-54, 3924) 
: » Set up the instrument exactly 100 feet from a rod, oy handling 

the screw as with other methoa read. the actual ies on the rod 

to nearestxtyam 1/100 foot. Repeat several times and average. 
This method 18 mick siopler and more repid and offers less 
chance ie error in computation. In all use 6f the gradienter : . 

care mist be taken to see that the plate against which 1¢ bears” 
has not worn into a hole. If 1t has {t con be either resurfaced 
oF roplaced by @ plate of hard bronzes The use of the eradientey 

is confined to rather small angles but it is mich easier to 
read than is the arc. CERT: : 

Si, eee SOe ETE RESIS EEIESE Se Te PES ee ee 

= oe EDR ASS OE Aiea BE Ee BIRG Te e 

ete aa Se ae eh Ri Coit Ree SPS Ee CRA” re ‘ 

‘ S hase Bre. , SEE a ‘e res =e Se ee ee sane POE ia ase 

a OBE ass eto ep eetnias Go NMS ats E> Sg eres Se oe 

eSB AOD wena “et ce NTRS RSE eRe Sy Se. ee oe Dye ie ee oer 

Me ies sen is. peace eet Minny Seen re eG et Sree reat a 

: pee seh Se COR ke er S Bie as Sean en Surely aay cng! 

Se Ree Pens Coa DEC n A cee ise neot © ae e 

. Sa <i HO ASH er Ae, Sa Sey Sor gore Se ee see he ee 

oo - See oe er oe ee cee = 
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Traversing with telescopic atidade. Methods of running 

a traverse with: the telescopic alidade are in theory just = 

the same as with an open sight instrument. In practice ae 

several differences are introduced because of the 

greater precision with which distances are measured and the desire for accurate : 

gisyetiona. Treverses may be rade in two distinct ways; (1) either legat ing 

every new.table station with a foresight or (2) by taking a foresizht to what is 

ealled:2 "turning point” — taking the table beyond, aces by means of the 

ales and obtaining Roth logation’ ana elevat sn from the turning point. The 

first method closely follows the :ethod of transit traverse used by engineers... —- 

The second is almost -miversally ised in oi] work ami in filling in topography 

on the U. S. Geol. Survey. _It is out of the cuestion (a) in country witR local 

magnetic attraction, (») where mmy locations may be made by intersections’ which 

would ba bosed only on compass orientations, and {e) where lines longer than the 

compass needle have to. ba drawn on the map. It is quicker, however, and has the 

great advantage that the elevations are not entirely carried ty foresights as in 

the other method. In method (1) the H. J. is determined by simply helding the 

rod alonzsice of the instrument. The same point on the rod is then sizhted at i 

avery shot from that station so that in figuring ground elevations the exatt eleva.. 

tion of the instrenent eats no figure; everything is automatically reduced to ground 

level. If the instrument is even slishtly oat of adjustment, however, the error 

tends to pile up as all sichts are-of the same ean ( With turning points midway 
. - 

between set ups the error is la®sely minimized. Wherever other stations can be | 

Sighted for checks on location and orientation, the turning point system zives 

very accurate sensiebenn, althouzh it is not permitted by the vu. S. Coast and. 

Geodetic Survey. pe 4 : : ss ; a ee we : ne a 

ag Platting. Plane table stations are located on the mp by 2 dot or 

pin prick within a.sm@ll triangle; turning points by a dot within a small square; 

Side shots by a dot ieee, Where elevations are platted on the map, use the 

ast #02 the aapeen gates. Z eee ge 
: 2 “Baldwin solar chart. The Baldwin soler chart is a device used by 

the U. S. Geol. Survey to orient a plane table in areas. of magnetic attraction. 

Its construction and use are explained in Popographie, instructions of the U. S. 

Geol. Survey, ppe 136-141, 1918. Its: thebry tg highs the same as that of the 

‘giel compas, tut the time coz weettions nee obtained from several auxiliary graphs. 

, eAMLonen sizht alidade is weasbiy used-to cast-the- shadow. ._. .



: | 63 
; TRANSIT 

: General. The transit can be used for much of the work that the ‘ 

- plane table is. It ofiers the advantages of being more accurate especially 

: in windy weather and being easier to carry in brush but this is ofiset by 

the liability of mistakes in the course of oifice work. The construction 

adjustment and use of the transit is described in all texts on surveying 

i aml could soon be picked up by anyone familiar with the telescopic alidade. 
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MAGNETIC — ; 
: THESSSPDANSOUS INS TRUM INTS 

Dial comass. 1:9 1ial compass, a form of solar compass, is used in 

rezions of mimetic attraction. Tt serves tvvo purposes, (@) defining direc- 

tions smi from true north anc (b) measuring the amount of the declination or 

hf be oF TANS +hatot the 

local attraction. ee Gees is the reverse as sun cial. The shadow 

east by a thread fixed parallel to the earths artis is cast by the sun on a dial 

‘ @yound the edge of the compass siesnand in tine units. The instrument is ; 

leveled and then turned until the dial reading agrees with local solar time as 

determined by an accurate watch. It mast be remenbered that local solar time 

varies through the mone. 2? account of the "equation of t ime.!? In practice the 

$22 meridian is determined; the commass is then set up on this line and a table 

prevared showing the differences between watch tine and time as indicated by 

the dials Those observations aro made at intervals throughout a day. They 

Serve to correct differences in individual instruments. f The theory ana use of 5 

fi of sascha are explained ‘in Hotchkiss, Te Of, hee, ae F.,@nd Theelwri sht, 

Yon ssa Lani clas igacatiéns Wiceonsit Geol. and Wat. Hist. Sarvey, pall. 

\ 4a, bp. 86.977 “191s. / 2 the “insthunent Gf ee ee 4s accurate to about - 

Seeses. oo fitably be employed to orient 2 plane table in areas of 

; macnetic attraction. 

oS _Din needle. /the div eedle is sed to trace) magnetic formtions| and) 

Dip needle. The dip needle consists of a magnetized bar so pivoted 

that is can swing in a vertical plane. Tt ig measures the vertical com- 

ponent of the earths magnetism which is more important in tracing magnetic 

formations than is the horizontal foree measured with the dial compass. 

: Im practice the dip needle is counterbalfanced so that it shows not the 

true direction of dip of the lines of force of the earths field but the 

departure from normal in that locality. As originally devised the dip needl@ 

registered only local attractions of a high order of magnitude but improve-



ments designed by Hotchkiss have rendered it much more sensitive. Among 65 

these were*(a) addition of ehevel vial so that instrument ooulitee vai in 

@ level position, (b) an improved system of blocking the needle, and (c) 

a different method of counterbalancing which insures maximum sensitivity. 

Instruments with the last improvement are comuonly spdéken of a pevser-dip 

deedlec. It is impossible here to explain the sa theory of the dip needle 

3 but references are given below. 4% is used largely for tracing the strike 

of more or less magnetic formations wherever such formations are inclined 

or disturbed; it is of little use in areas of flat strata. Asa genred 

thing it does not indicate directly the position of ores. 

Other magnetic instruments. Magnetic instruments of other types 

are either not extensively used in this country or are still in the exper- 

mental stage. They consist for the mest part in either measuring the strekgth 

of the earths field by counting the swings of a needle or by induction. 
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CCHECUR MAPS : 

General. Relief my be show on a map by various methods of shading 

or by contours. The latter method is almost universelly used in this country, 

aithouth in cert@in places it fails to show all the features. tHachures'! wey 

pe use. for steen clove: mich are not indicated clearly by the contour lines. 

Althouzh the zeneral theory of contours is simple the following formal propositions 

are useful. 

(1) A contour line is @ line which asses alonz the surface of the 

ground through all points -hich ave the same elevation above 4 certain datun. 

(2) Contour lines represent the lines of intersection with the surface 

of the ground of & plane at a definite elevation above datum. 

(3) The vertical distance between successive planes is Imown as the 

"sontour interval’ or "vertical interval’ (yi Tai) 

(4) The less the contour interval the greater the detail of elevations 

and depress ions that can be shown; the size of the emurzkmz contour interval is 

2150 Head ay te se@le of the map since 2 s7a11 interval mizat make too closely 

spaced lines. 

(5) Bie land on one side of 2 contour line is higher than the eleva- 

tion of tht Lime; the land on the othe: side ig lower. If you should walk 

along 2 contour the ground on your left hand, for instimedy is lower and on your 

‘vight hand is hizther then the elevation of the contour. 

(6) Contour lines never intersect or cross one anothor. 

(7) An even slope is shorm by evenly spaced contcurs; @ sloping plane 

surface by straivht contours; 2 cl iff by coincident centcurs. 

(8) Every contour aust cithor close unon itself within the map or 

yass off the 2rs9 sa79d At two points or 3 smltizlo of two.” 

(9) Whon 2 contour closes upon itself tho aroa enclose’ uy it is either’ 

2 Hill or an onclosoed depressions ‘in the first qas2 the exact height of the top
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of the nill is often indicated; in the sepond case a pomd or marsh is often 

present. fin the case of small depressions a special type of contour line called 

& dapression contour is frequently used to oe confusion with hill tops ry Ly 

(10) Maximum and miniwam ridge and valley contours always 20 in pairs: 

that is, no single lower contour line can intervene between oe higher ones 

and no single higher contour line bet-veen two lower ones. Vio'ation of this 

promosition is a very comson error of bezinners. 

(11) In crossing a valley contours bend toward the soures of the stream. 

(12) It is advisable to make every fifth contour line heavier than the 

intermediate ones. The elevations of theie heavy lines are shovm in a break in 

the line, not to the side. In very flat comtry it is necessary to munber 

every line unless; the emct elevation: of intexmneciate voints are sufficient to 

tell what the elevation of each contour is. 

In addition to the formal vronositions the relation between contour 

lines and the origin of the tono graphy should be understood. The key to all 

tovography is the drainage system. The location, direction, and elevation of 

points along streams must always be determined. The topography developed by 

stream crosion depends upon the length of time streams have been at ‘york and on 

{ tho materiels thoy hav: worked upon. Gertain arcts, such a5 the moro recent 

Alacisl drift, floodplains, sand dumes, erea. of recont vulcanisn, ete., haves not 

had any str2an vattem develoved on thems iom> of thes> typas aru still being 

wuilt up. Bvorythore else stream lines are ehapebiel Jinos of the topozraphy. 

Sscond in importance to draimage lines are Gives Yetwoen drainage }.asins or, 

in the ease of very young stream valloys, tho limit: of the eroded valleys. 

Renember, that horned streams developed in satorial of uniform rosistone2 inereise 

in syade toward their source “hile big rivers gonarediiy have 2 grade of only 2 

few inches to the mile. In materiel of uniform rogistancs te erosicn maturo 

stresms devolop valleys ith intarvening ridges cf uniforn slope, rounded at the
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top. Where layers of rock of varying hardness occur the resistant formations - 

make steep slopes or cliffs while the weaker ones make seukie Slopes. It is 

therefore of great importance that the topographer understand sanetring of the 

Ze0lozy of eg country. Of two mps with the same limit of methematical error, 

one made by 2 topogra nner who understands zeology is ‘alive’ and full of meaning, 

While 2 mp made without this knowledge is "dead" or "wooden" in appearance. 

: __ Methods of locating contours. The original method of locating con- 

oe or "curves of equal elevavion*. was to ace contour with @ level; 

tis is sonetinres done at the vresent day in country vhere the relief is low or 

extreme accuracy is demanded. It is evidert,sowevor, ti.ct such a procedure 

would s2ke topogsrachic map; entirely toc o:spensive. Pie sethod of interpolation 

of contour lines between 20ixts of kmovm location and elevation was then adopbed, 

Such points should be sc placed that they Cefine th torders of ylane surfaces; 

within these lane earsas coutour lines are squally snsced. Spacing of contours 

mBy also be obtaized by measurements of the angle of slope of the ground end the 

use of Gortour spacing 302135 for each degree cf slope. 

Control points. The mumber of points whos? »osition and elevation 

are needed to locets covtours devends uzen (1) tue ~urpese for Wrich the map is 

to be used, (2) its scale, (3) its couteur int-rveal, (4) the nature ef the 

topngravhy, ond (5) the forest cr brush ccvor. If the olemontary nrinciples 

outlined abeve ars neted, it will to scen that one cust loeate end determine the 

elevation of 211 sum dts, saddles, low wlaces, ond chanzes in degree cf slope. 

In tho cas> of orosion topography, this cans th: location and olevaticn cf points 

along ridge tons 2nd draintse linos. In counkry where the slop2s sro nowhere 

uniform it is sometines referable to traverse tynic2l cross sections of hilis 

and valleys or tc divide the country into » serios cf scusres ami determine the 

elevation of each corner. This rxetzod is ofte:. ~eeessary in country which is 

heavily forested cr bas m dsfinit» syston to its features. In erosion toposraphy 

it is :20st aconomical to traverse the ridge tops and valley bottoms even in



dense forest. ‘The selection of the lower limit in size of valleys which 6 a 

must be traversed depends ptt scale of the map and’dse contour interval. 

In country like forested terminal moraine the method of squares is preferable 

since the features follow no law or system. If great detail is necded the 

position and elevation of points within the squares can be obtained. 

Sketching. The exact position of the contour lines after all control 

points are located is done by sketching. In this work persons vary greetly 

in natural ability to see the location of an imaginary horizontal line on 

the ground and to transfer this linewbo paper. 4 is the doing of this 

work — all in the field that gives the plane table its grest eavantege ; 

over other methods. I+ is obvious, however, that in heevily forested country 

there is no advantage in the use of the plane table. Traverses with compass 

and eneroid are far more economical ‘unless such acuracy is required that it 

pays to brush out lines for the onus the stadia. The U. S. Geol. Survey 

uses a tape and small plane table in brush but it is doubtful if the accuracy 

obtained is sufficiently greater than that of a paced survey to pay for the 

increased cost. One should never attempt to sketch contours in timber or 

brush farther than he can actually see the ground. If the map scale is small 

and the topographic features devoid of small details which are we shown, 

then contours may be interpolated between points where the ground was actually 

observed. In open country one should never attempt to sketch contours which 

lie far above or far below the level of observation. The effect of perspective 

a rise to serious errors in these cases, so that table locations on the 

highest summits or in valley bottoms are of little vdlue for sketching. 

Sketching stations should be chosen «t intermediate elevation; their locations 

may often be made by methods not sufficiently accurate for use in the work 

of obtaining control points. Never attempt to sketch the reverse side of 

a hill which ypu cannot see at all. Above all, do not attempt eny sketcuing 

of contours except in the immediate vicinity



of the table until you have outlined the drainage system and obtained sufficient 

control points. Alsys—keep—in-mind-the aict that the geclosy is amportant—in 

choos ing these-neintss—sbor=instaice.,..&.certainstrtum-my—determine-a=bine 

Si-clitfss~ Viewed from below, 2 ridge gener2lly appears much wider on top 

than it actually is. O14 U.S. G 5. maxs are filled with errors due to 

skotching from too srest distancas. his often led the topographers to connect 

~ortions of different streams heaause they had not first followed out the drainage 

sattern. Treat each interstream ridge as a unit bounded by the valleys on either 

side and work out the topography unit by unit instead of haphazard. Dontt assume 

that there is no break in slope or concealed valley or moll in 2 bit of woods 

cast because the tree tops 2re of uniform heizht. Do not got 2112 points on 

ridge tops only by intersections from below. You umst climb hills and go into 

prush if your map is to be any better than a wild sketch. Such 2 rough sketch 

is all right for some survosas and may look better than 2 real mp from the point 

here it was made, tut it cannot be corvect. The technique of sketching is very 

hard to desexSbe; it mst be learned by practice. Many appro:isate methods of 

location, such as measuring distance from vertical angles to points of known 

elevation, spacinz of coxtours with slope scale on hills whose profile can be 

Seen, etc., 2r9 valuable helps. On very steep uniform slopes do not attempt to 

draw all the contours in the field; draw only the top and bottom contours and 

possibly every fifth or heavy contour. 

Generalizatigns As it is impossible to represent ali of the smaller 

features of an area on a map somé choice mst ba made as to what to aoe and what 
el NTe eleho 

to omit or generalize. In this choice the scale, contour interval, and Sargede 

cf the map ave factors. Phot. S. G. 3. has steadily ineceased the amount of 

detail shown to far beyond what was once thought possible. Features whose 

presence is of geolozical importance or which are diagnostic of the orizin of the 

to 0sraphy should have srotemelin over meres agtidents, like big towlders on a
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talus slopel De not choose & seale for the field map so large that much of the 

: detail cannot be shown on the reduced map used for mblication, but,on the other 

hand ,do rot use so small 2 scale thet measuring, sketching, erasing, and draw-  . 

ing becomes very laborious. Tho scales used by the U- 3. G- S. for field work 

are ‘far too small for bevinners. Atove all, do not seek to excuse errors due 

2G insufficient trevs! cover the ares, by planing then te geneyal ization 

Cutline of field wor. In all seaplane of mors than a few townshirs 

it “ts recessary to have vet ter "controi* over horizontal and vartéeal lecat ions 

then can be obtained with the plans table alone. ghe measurenents of Lloeation 

by primiry triengulation (trigonometric eared. primary traverse, or primry 

eet ing 211 belong to the field of the engineer. This kind of -ork is wsud-ly 

done—by apremimontabereaus, soldon ty © szeologist. In any area of more timn 

about 15 niles square the effect of the curvature of the earth vecomes apparent. 

A map of such @n area made by plane table intersections would be on Mereator pro- 

gection and) the seale wonid differ in different ports. : Phe matter of mp pro- 

jactions to keep the ‘ads the same in all parts of the map by changing directions 

will not be here t2ken up. 

— For gual areas, sufficient "control" can be obt2ined by either inter- 

sections froma bese line with plane table and telescopic a] idade or yw traverg- 

ins Around the 2re2 ond along woads «ith the stadia. phe yurpose for which the 

mp is made, its size, scrle, ete., will determine the number of points within 

the Area whose position and elevation mst be determined in thé—sene way. When 

this. work, called "secondary control’, is 211 done and the horizontal and vertical 

errors of closure 2djusted, the filling in of contours may be begun. fn case the 

2rez is open and considerable accuracy is required, the remining points needed 

to locate contours may be tetsu by stadia. Table locations for this work 

may be made by can zass orientation Using either traverse with turning points or 

sesection from points already deterained and voth metit’s where possible. In



many eases, sarticularly where sever2] men 2re working on the area, it is better 

to transfer the points 2nd elevations determined by the telescopic alidade to - 

sheets on small traverse tables. These a be used for p2ced surveys and loca~ 

tions by pesecticn, elevitions being secured by vertic21 anzies, hand level, 

"or aneroid. In very dense brush note hock comrass traverses using the aneroid 

are more economics] than the plane table. In areas of magnetic attraction the 

dial compass should be used. In gome cases, 45 in very complex to pography, two 

men would be an advantage since one eid obtain locztions and elevations off the 

line of traverse leaving the other tokep track of poeseane alone, thus Cinediar= 

~ing- the well kmorm methods of eecicetcad work in the Lake Superior/ district. Theo 

ancroid readinga can be reduced at the end of the day by one of the methods out- 

“limed before and the-curvectsd locttiors and elevations tsansferre@ to the final 

up for-use in interpolating contours. ‘Tentative contours awd slope measurements 

should, however, be-shorm on the field sketch. _ In areas where squares are 

E preferable to ridge and valley traverses, the tages out of the squares so as to 

insure that 211 the area has been seen depends upon the miture of the topographic 

features as well as upon the forast and brush conditions. On erosion features 

in hard rocks, or in ground morzine much larger squares are possible than ina 

complex: terminal moraine or mich dissectéd topography. The squares are best 

traversed in step like fora, that is north one Square, east one, north again, ao) 

that two sides of e2ch square have been previously traversed affording two cheeks © 

on previously adjusted work. Unless very=emalj squares are Sie esis ae 

and l2ke shore oak wd eithér traversed or located by intersections. Phe method 

Ce Saurines is slower than traversiny of definite features. but that method is 

applicable only in erosion topozraphy. 

Conclusion. Dontt try to sketch what you can't sea. Dentt be in too 

much of 2 hurry to begin drawing contours. You can extend contours up or down 

& slops whose anste is known but it is better to simply record the angle on the 

map and fill in coutours later after elevations are 21) secured. Draw contours at
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changes in slope fixst; the others can often be left until the map is inked in. 

Don't be 2fraid to climb Rhilis bat dons use extreme gumits for sketching. Dc 

tey to sketch distant ‘s.tures. Go whrouch woods alony ridges and drainage 

Lines ig in erosion topezravhy, ovherwise in system of sqyares. Many importeut 

Ssolo gical fectures are foun? in woods. In drawing contours every line worth 

GQrawing is worth “raWieg “efinisely: svoid scratchy, faint lines. An eraser is 

& necessary part of pour s,uivaent Lut by being careful to drow only what you 21+ 

sare of, you con winimi.c orrors due to rensated =--sures jf you leave 2 line 

of traverse fos an ovtionk tuxe the table vith you; yo. my yet a mach better 

sketehing statuca wi belies something mizht naypen tu your map while you ere 

aways Avoid tmnecessa.y intersection and other lines; keep careful record of 

these lines where they 2re mmerous. Keee then around the edges of tne sheet 

so that they can be extended into area being ‘‘orked on when needed. Keep tho 

mp clean. Sometimes 2 s’.eet of wrappirg nanyr with a hole cver che place bein: 

worked, on is a very yood wiy, but in hich win’s it is apt to give trouble. 

tt is best to ink in the m2.» from day to dey. ivatead of at the ev. of a job. 1% 

the map is to be shotosrs sed use omly Mack ink. Be sure you use the right 

wind of paper, —-—«is:_;cudes ond improperly—ore pened pipers-Shrincanit—swel 

werpsadig. in 5.151713 70 celluloid use gasolinas raver sjagpol. If you are 

mapping seolosy chow ourssops 2d boundaries by usted symbols. If you are pre- 

paring 2 mp for 2 yaolozist exact elevations marked on the map near oubecrops 2°. 

often of great value. ‘xict slevitiais of bodies of water, hill tops, road 

intersections, land corners, s2z3, and saddles in divides aro 211 iimortant to © 

geolozist. act loest ion .n® etevation of springs may also be valuable.
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ee rowers OTE gudHéiiciature. whe names of all geographic features should 

be shown on 2 finished map. Great care should be taken to find the names actually 

_ used by the inh®bitants of the region; you are not called upon to ceriteise their 

choice. Never make up names of your own unless you are certain that no name 

has ever been previously applied te the feature. Avoid duplications of names 

elsewhere and urder i. casounetaicss name - featnré ane a living person (unless 

possibly someone of great eminence), Avoid iong and clumsy names art such 

terms as ‘Little’, North Branch," etc,., in naming forks of rivers. 

: Finishing the map. Plone table maps should be inked in 8s Soon 3s 

possible after tis egapletion of the field work, if possible in the evenings and 

on rainy days. Waterproof inks should be used. If the mp is to be photogranhed 

it is best to use only black tut if it is to be traced or engraved, then the three 

colors used on U. S. G. S. maps my be enstoyat with geologic data in a fourth 

color. Blue is difficult to photograph. : : : 

; Reproduction of mp, Mens my be reproduced by photography in several 

ways. he photostat gives white lings on a dark beciground. Glass plates can 

be used for prints which show dark Lines on 2 white:ground. Zinc cuts are mdo : 

for printing on paper. In case the size of the photographed map is to be vary maoh 

smaller than that of the original aviat care must be taken to avoid narrow spaces 

“ahd sharp angles patween lines which might blur sh printing. Cut out parts of 

Liss where necessarys ‘this ds esdecdaliy the casé in zine cuts. Meps can also 

bé, produced by tracing, information is paakies transfered from one map to another 

oF xi same scale by tracing on tracing paper in. vent @hen lay the tracing 

on the other map with a sheet of carbon yarer beneath ad tHen trace with hard 

sharp pencil of steel point.  Tracings used for bbue or white prints mst be 

200 wholly in black. It is best to ase only the aull side of tracing cloth © 

(Coppitivraime tats . mest be all ww Blacka Ty make 
Sls i Ole ed INS Beet ee
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@snoctally if th: man is to bo vhotoerenh-d. Sresuris may > medo with rezor 

| blad2 or ordinary »rasor. Romombor thet both tracings and blu> »vrints shrink 

| irrogulerly and thorsfore grexhic: 1 scales must bc shorm. “ngraved mays for 

publication are mad. by shotogranhing onto metal or stone »latess Tho lincs 

| ar> thon cut in with a stesl tool. Sonarate vlat-s hav> to b» made for cach 

\ color. : 
\ 

\| General hints on drafting maps, Systematize your work -- for 

instance do 611 roads, then all wator foaturos, thon €11 contours, etc. 

Never draw freehand anv line, howev-r short, which is intended to bo a straight 

linc. Use promr instruments and measuroments to construct right aneles, 

yarallol lines, or circles, howev2r smell. Contour, swivel, or Paysant pens 

can be used for some curved linos;_ thoy insure evennoss of width. Uso guide 

lines for ell lettrrineg. Do crasing slowlv; nover tyy to hurry. Wherever 

ossible place all letterine warallel to bottom of may. Where lettering cannot 

be horizontal incline it so thet it cen b? read from the sast side of the map. 

Balance the size of letters to imyortanc? of nlacxs named. Follow a U. S. &. S. 

my for stvlos but avoid fancy 1-ttorine. Plen vour lettering so that it will 

not obscure imoortant dcteils on tho man. Plece your title in lowr left hand 

corner if possible. The words "map of" are often unnecessary. Give name of 

organization you are vorking for, date, neme of chief of vartv, names of instru- 

ment mon, #ravhic and at least one oth-+ form of scale, magnetic and true 

meridians. Fancy borders are ganorally not nesded. Romomb-r that all of vour 

work including field notes is the vronerty of your emoloy2r. All vour work must 

be in such form thet myone 21se can "take ov>r'' at any time. ‘No one is infall- 

ablo; check all your ‘york end if possible, have someone else also check it. 
& 

9 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEYING Te 

General. The subject of photographic svrveying is introduced not so 

much because of its importance to geologists as because it is a good method 

to learn topographic mapping indoors. Photographic surveying has the advan- 

tage that it requibés less time in the field then do other methods. In 

regions where much ardous climbing has to be done and weather is uncertain 

it has had a large application. ; 3 
| at : oo 

Theory. /The office work with photographic is essentially the same 
\ 

i \ 
as the field work with the plane table. Given the locations Sona the 

! Is — fousd When > 

pictures were taken the bearines of objects shown | wo or more views from pares 

cine same object the wre obtained / 

different stations eas—oet elise by Se versec viene aes these angles are / 

laid out on paper. Hlevations can abso be determined by obtaining ww 

vertical angles after distance has been found. SoLutions canbe mede-graphic- 
/ 

- If a photograph were made transparent and held in front of the eye 

/ who Was pod pee” 

/ of an — the same place that the camera was it would have .o be 
y | 

just as far in front of the eye as it was back of the center of the lens ee 
Thisdistanee is called +the focal lengri~ 

in order to just register with the real view. As the photograph with an 

ordinary camera is a plane it is evident thet the distance from the center 

of the photograph, assuming the camera to have been held horizontal, to any 

object is proportional to the tangent of the angle between the line to that 

Pepe object and the optic axis of the camera. All points on the same level as 
i 

the camera are shown af horizontal line and all objects at or eee 

WiccmeT Ee Ike hi el ee 
4n-e{ hori zontel dineeteom f rom the optic axis ang pee ee weritical lines 

it is therfore possible to draw straight lines on the view through all 

points haveing equal angles above or below the level of the camera and 

having the same horizontal angles to left or to right of the optic axis. 

Tr location of the intersection of the optic axis and the picture is not 

always the center of the picture since some cameras have a “rising front" and 

: the upper part of a photograph is sone times trimmed off. The U. 5. Geol. 

surfey has used the panoramic Kodak to a considerable extent. In this in- 

strument the film is curved in oe circle and the lens reyolyes so that 
we 4 ared Wl 

a total angle of about 126 degrros is included as comp



| 35 to 45 degrees in most ordinary cameras. As a consequence of this con- ee 
horizontal 

Siroet eee e oeeeeee from the center of the view are {proportional 

| directly/to the angles. Vertical aceneewe are shown in same way as with ™ i 

| ordinary pictures, “This difference accounts for the peculiar curved effect ~ 
| ” +he Peroramre 

| noticed in photographs taken with this-type-of instrument. ‘Phis-peeutrar 

| an mous t 

| ik i be taken into account when drawing contours , frem-tiess 

| ‘pictures. LInxanderxtaxstaxk xmorkxnkkuxaxcansnaxSuKKsxxkkxisxaasenbiak«kaxxx 

| Computations. In order to carry out a camera survey it is 
| 

| necessary to determine accurately the positions and elevations of some of 

the points later to be shown in photographs or from which photographs will 

be taken. This is usually done with eitner the plane table or=aoh the 
ordinary 

transit. In working ee thise points are identified and used as 

reference pints. Plat them on a map and then determine the horizontal 

direction of the optic axis at every camera station,{ At a distance from 
\ oe 

: each equal to the focal length of the camera or distance from center of | 
7 ; i pyore —; 

oe lens to picture, plat perpendiculars. On these lay ofi the ee 

= te right and left of the vertical plane through the optic axig(of objects 
‘ 

ss showmm in the p icture./ These ovjects lie Af on the usyconcwher Vall theam 

a lines whichjoin these points with the camera station point. If this is 

se “repeated with different views of the same objects locations are obtained 

gi by intersections. Use of threads obviates drawing many lines on the paper . 
3 ) 

: th 
Similar proceedure is followed Yor vertical distances above or below the 

camera. Note that distance from the picture to the center of the Leas¥ is 
| ayorwnere : 

eae ene same tn—all—perts. Allowance for this is made in computation. 

: roper : 
1 Draw a horizontal line for the optic aes} ak distances on this irom a 

Sie point which represents the center of the lens erect perpendiculars, 

Obtain these distances for each point of which the elevation is desired 

by scaling them from inVéonstruction £o2\location) At distance from 

: camera location eee +o map distance of point as found by inter- 

sections erect other perpendiculars. Now scale off on first perpendicular 

{ /



the picture distance of the point above or below a horizontal line — : 

the optic axis. The line between point taus determined and the location 

of the camera is tuen drawn. On second perpendicular) then sealeljsitierence 

of elerstion;rith sae scale as that of the map. If constructions are made 

on cross secsion paper and a thread instead of a line is tised the sheet is 

kept cleaner. In the case of the panoramic Kodak the number of degrees 

per inch of horizontal semen easily determined. Lines of equal bearing 

can be drawn on the peel? then directions can be laid off = protrac- 

tor. Other constructions are the game A further extensiXon of this method 

is that where the elevation of a point in the picture elsewhere than on the 

level of tne canera-is known then its ape be estimated by worsillg 

the difference of elevation backward. 

similis 
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THs UNITseD STATaS SYSTusi OF PUDLIC LAND SURV“YS 

ee Thu public lends of the United Status extended west 
from tho cast line of Ohio, north of the Ohio River, end west of tho Miss- 

issipoi River with the oxception that Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and 
Florida were also inlucud; large parts of Texas end California as well as 
smaller arcas in other stetes were privately owned at the time these. regions 

were aquired and wero therefore excluded from the survey. According to 

law the public lands wure to be divided into tracts six milus square, known 

as "Townships", with north-south and east-west boundirivs, These were to 
be subdivided into 36 sections oach a mile square. The system of surveys 
is importent to goologists because (a) it affords a me:ms of duscribing 
points where notes were made in a menner such that anyone could find then, 

(b) in oxamining privete lends their boundarivs must be found, (c) land 
divisi:ons must be found in order to show thom on new maps, and (d) land 
divisions are an iminse help in finding.. onos locetion on a map. 

Baso lines ond meridians. Surveys wore started from many inifial 
points, sometimes severcl in the same stato. A true east-west line was é 

run through the initial yoint and called the "Bese Line". A true north- 

south line wes run through the seme point and called the "Principal Meridian." 
Every six milus on tno bese line township corners were vsteblished. "Range 

Lines" wore Yun true north fron vach of these for from 24 to 60 miles, 
Points six milvus distent from one another on thuse were joined by east-west 
lines cailcd "Township Lines", thus foriwing townships. On account of tho 
curviture of the earth townships thus surveyod bucamu narrower and narrower 
tho farther north they wers of ths bass line. This reduction below the 

legel size was compensated for by running now "Stonderd Parallvls" cither 
overy 24 or every 60 miles on which new full-sized townships were started 
to the north. Such linus were also callud “Correction Lines". nds of the 
lines south of the correction lines were called "Closing corners" while 

C#ornors for the full townships to the north were called "Standard Corners." 

Numbering of townships. ast-west rows of townships aru calisd 

"tiers." Townships in the first ticr north of a base line are cach called 

"Township 1 Nu«th". Tho next tier is T. 2 .N. and so on. North-south rows 
arg called "rengus’' nnd townships in the first row east of a principal ~ 
momidian aro callea R. 1 ., in the next row(or range) R. 2 #., and so on. 
In somo cases townships are awabercd south of basolinus and west from 

: moridians. ‘In ‘Ascsngin there is only one base lino, the south line of the 

state, and only one principal meridicn, the fourth. All townships are 
therefore N.but there cre both H. and W, ranges. The complete description 
of a township, reads: Township FeNorth, Renge 2-8 (ori), S*4principal ear 
Meridian, or usually abbreviated T.4@N, R. -GB, SYP. toy move brickly Y8-6E, 
Seo Fig. 1. : 

Sections. Townships wer. divided into 36 sections numbered vs in 
Fig. 2. 4& fur of the oldur surveys used a different system. Section linus 

‘ are supposed to be parallol to the south and vast boundarius of the township 
end work was supposed to proceed from the southeast corner toward the north- 

west. The suctions vere intonded to be exactly 5280 fect (80 chains) from 
north to south with tho oxception of the north row of each township in which 
all of the error in subdivision was concentrated. Hast and west tho maxi- 
mum discropency in 2 suction was sup osed not to be over 33 foet (50 links), 
except that 7 discropencivs,as well as the offect of convergance of the range 

dines, wekelconcontrotud into the westurmost row of suctions in each town- 
ship. aS a matter of practico few section linus arg straight lines for 
nore than one milo and fow sre oxactly north-south, th’ sone’ of the older
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surveys , as in soutucrn wisconsin nop attumpt was madu to join section 

lines to the corners Ilnid out on the north township line and as a result 

every township line shows slignt offsets putwoen the corners for the township 

to tho south and those for the township to tac north although thu township 

lines thumsulves run sirnignt through. None of cithor thowest or, the north 

suctions of -S township oro rvebly squarus. A given suction a duscrived 

as Sgction =f, Powns: i; 47 North, Rango {9-s29%, Ite is. or more comuonly 

Soc. t.47 a., 2.79 a. Wap. i., or ° still hore briofly 21, 47-19 #E= 
In the last method ths d.signation Section end North have beon omitted 

where no cibiguity is caused thereby. 

Subdivision of sections. The government surveyors placed “quertor 

posts" at half milu iatervels on the suction JésmmeYand township lines) lines 

connveting thusy divided the normal sections into quarters of 160 acres. 

The points of iavsrsuction of the two"quartor lines“in the centors of the 

sections were not wrked but were loft to later suryeyors. A quarter section 

jul 6 as“duscribed gs the northwest quarter of section oF; usually abbreviated 

NES to NieL, ec ae simply Ww. In the north end west rows of sections tha 

quarter posts were sot ahrlf mile from the south and cast boundarios res- 

poctively thus throwing all duficiency or excess into the marginal quarter 

scctions on the north and wost aides of townships. Elsewhere in tho townships 

the quarter posts on the east-west linus were sut uxactly midway betwenn 

the adjecent suction corners (iotonerrer-ow-Duvils.Leko-usp-in.thisrespecb») 

Lotér, suttlers wisnod smaller farms tien 160 acres ond the quarter sections 

were divided into quarter-quarturs or "40's", Fhesu are duscribed as, for 

instance, the northwest quarter of the southeast quartcr of suction Ss, or 

more comuonly as the NwSu 5=. On the north end west sides of townships 

ell of thu doficioncy or excess was thro-wn into the marginal rows of 40's, 

the others in these suctions being full Sizo. The fractional areas on the 

north and west sides of these sections were called "lots" by thu Land Office 

end numbered in usch suction in general from east to wost and from ngth to 

south. Geologists genurally do not recognize lots in recordiig locations 

but treat nll sections as though they had buen completely subdivided into 

40's, See Fig. 3 ase eee ts 

; Lvandernyy Ths borders of. bodivs of water. wore supposed to navo been 

. "muandcrud" by line: run ab anglos along taoir irrugularities but apparently 

when this was done ot cll it was very crudely cexvcutud and few. “moander 

posts" can now bs found. Tho odd-sizcd tracts wore called lots and numbered 

as shown on the originel plats which should always be consulted. For dus- 

cription purposeS pay no attention to tuese lots, Adjaceut to bodivs of 

woter which interrupted the ususl routine of surveying there are mony dus- 

crepancies in the lad survoy. 

Gorners. In spite of elaborate rulus and roguletions for tho marking 

of corners with stonus, pits, mounds of oarth, vtec. fuw soum to have been. 

thus pormancntly cstcblishud. Goncrally a square wood stake was set; such 

slakus wore marked in various ways but fow origincl corner stakes con now 

be found. Corners wore also “witaessod" by tcking the bvaring ond distance 

+o several trees which were blazed ond marked "B. T." gonerclly with the 

aunber of the suction, township, ond range clso indicated. Most such trous 

Hicve long since gonu but loter surveyors have somctines made new onvs. 

Where cornurs foll in lekos, Sa233, otc. “vyitnuess corners" were also estab- 

lished on the linus as fcr as thoy could bo rum, Meny later surveyors hevo 

sot iron stakes, drussed stones, or pilus of stones oftun around stckus. 

Most lines Wore blazed cad Inter surveyors h-ve rvblazed thua, Such bl.zes 

afd gonerblly found ot the somo heigth on both sidus of trvuus on or near 
ws peace Giese , a eS kn Cree ha . wae a me oe:



to the lines ond cen thus be distinguishud from navurel scars. Care should 

be taken aot to bu ducuived by corners svt by unauthorized and incompytent 

surveyors; govérmucnt «nd county surveyors alone are authorized to rovstab- 

_ lish lost corners. Correct corner descriptions can genvrally be obtained 

from county surveyors. Original plats ere on file at government land officws, 

ond in weny status et the capitol. County surveyors also have copies and 

sorio “pleat books" are clso rvlicble. Roads aru comuionly laid out along 
Scction, qucrter, cud 40 linus .nd county maps cre therfore a guide to 
loenting lend linus cad corners. Farm pboundcrivs ere generally fonced in 
t& wore permmnent menner than ary linus within tho property since the latter 
are gore often changed. “Line fonces" are also a guide to finding land 
lines; faria lincs aro shown on many county ncps. SecDeyits-iokeLecasermp , 
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: Conventional signs 

aLutuRE ( bb«k) 
Buildings school house® Church # Camp a Public road in good condition === 

Road in poor condition or private=:: Trail not open to wheeled vechicles—- - 

Railroad, single track++ Aailroad, double tracks--¢-RR, narrow gauge or 

y electric +HytHttH-+ 
funnel::--“ state line—~-. County line - Civil township line — — 

U. S. township line-—- Section line, where subdivision lines are shown ———— 

Section line where subdivigion lines are not shown----- Subdivision lines----- 
e 

City limits -.—-.— Seservetion or state park line—--—Land corners found + 

Triangulation station 4 Boundary monument} Well, non-flowingo 

Well, @lowing, in rocké Well, flowing, in drift Exploration drill hole¢ 

Oil wells-drillinge Oil well® Gas welby Gas and oil wells Dry hole<> 

Dam <=. Cemetery*;) Bench mark > Lighthouse Quarry “ft Dump Zs shaft 

Pit in drift ™%, Rad cut==> Fence, barbed wire ——y»——x—— 

RELIEF '£ (olors ave used, browt 

Zlevation of definite point 7¢3 Cliffa y* Slope, gentle== Blope, steep > 

Undulating, gently-~_- Undulating, roughly~~~ Sags and knobs, gentle ~_- 

Sags ond knobs, pronounced(\J Flat =--- Plain, pitted—,—Sand or wash %):; 
a 

Sand dunes¢\* Contours, numbered?” Make every fifth contour heavy and 

‘, 2 er number it as shown 
WATER (1f Colors a ‘ -eas ; 

; eee mg 
Stream, permanent, Stream, intermittent. Ditech ==: Spring « 

= oy 
Marsh, fresh wi. Mersh, salt ==": Tidal flat = Lake, intermitient =) 

Glacier or make blue contours on the ice) s| Lakes may be left open 
oP 

GEOLOGICAL : : 

Outcrop of sedimentary rock, horigontal or unknown dip =~ aip Known ae 

Outcrop of igneous rock 3 Outcrop of gneiss or schist} Bowlders or talus¥ 

‘Drift exposure (noh Aud pit) A777 Gravel pit XG Clay pit Cl 
D=drift S=sond Tetill cg= conglomerate dl=dolomite 1s=limestone 
sl=slate ct=chert oe Seis sh=shale ss=sandstone Bt=basalt 
Dr=diorite Gn=gneiss St=schist Db=diabase Ga=gabbro Gr=granite 
Po=porphyry Tretrap 

es
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OrAX. 

MBp Scozles. The scale of 2 mp represents the relation which exists 

botween the size of distances ‘on the wap ani the drigimal distances, 3cales Ne 

have nothing directly to de with commarative ARZAS, only vith DISTis0gSs. Pho 

Seale of 2 mip mny se st-ted in’ three-smgss_[1) As 3 statoiemt~in words (Exprrric 

6 inches oquils 1 mile) (2) Dy means of 2 line dravm on the mp te Silescotk 

& giver ground distance: This is called 2 graphic geale. (3) By 2 fraction or 

preporticn (tho same thing) which zives tho relation between distaugces on the 

mp 2nd the distances on the ground which they ropresent. 

\ gy Wha first mothcd is convenient since it cunveys an ide2 «f the sesle 

as comargl t: ee NRPS The seco suceha be sivon cn 221 mAps sinco it 

affords the surest mothod cf measuring distances on the mip, oven after tho paper - 

cn Which it is dravm has eres in sizo, This is especially true of blue- 

prints which are wet and shrunken in the process of mildng. Tho lest ‘is called. 

"fractional sc2le" and has 2 monber cf advantages. Practions or ratics are 

the same in every country, 50 that when the seal2 cf 2 mip js givon as & fric- 

tion, or ratic, as for instance 13:100,000, it means the same te verse:s of ail 

countries. Furtheracre, iv it is desired to compute the distance ch the mp 

=e -p than is equivalent tc any givendistance on the ground it is readily done.’ On ~ 

: the cthor hand, if it said on a fcreimm mp that 1 centoemeter equals 1 kilometor, 

one wuld heve to ae te some reference book.to find the sesle in terns cf cur : 

units. ; 

” Motheds of eee ee . 7 : 

: Chainine. The ypircocess of noagdring distances with a tape, wire, or 

ehain is ‘genseeray e2lled "ohainingt aYthough the old fashictied surveyors chain 

is nearly obsolete. ee es \ 

Instruments, The surveyors cain, 66 foet jong, +6 een of 100 

links. Phe links wear repidly i us? and 2re pt tu extch in brush bat the
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PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTS 

Introduction. Geologists make use of photography mainly to (a) 

illustrate and supplement their field notes and (b) illustrate printed or 

' chief! 
| Cu typewritten reports. They are interested cay in views of stationary 

objects and in clear pictures rather than in artigtic effects. The following 

outline is aimed to supplement existing directions by emphasising the peculiar 

£ th ist. 
‘ “ee neko Sicegement s 

fe pare : Choice of equipment. From what has been stated above it is evident 

: ether ' ; 
that a geologist is not interested in,cameras which are intebfled primarly 

for Aas with « Pocal-phpey, 7arge bulk instyomend | 

to shorten the time of exposure, 750 at moving objec e photographed 

What is needed is\(a) a reasonable size of pacture, preferably not less than 

ab indbs in smaller dimension, (b) a reasonable focal length) soe as to secure 

good perspective, (preferably = apte than 5 ee te), Aone ung cy eoneet 

a 3) x 

Y makes sharp, clear-cut mages; p22 anastigmatic lensy - is ekeechi ghly pa 4 
4 2 @ eu ( af 4 

( desirable thet the camera use either old film or‘eut film rather then o film Me eld 
whreh of 707 allows 

pack ferthetleet—<de—ret—alweysheld-the film éTent=erratter-44 to buckle. 
an 6 

There is no yo’ advantage whatever in using plates, while ther¥ weight, 

fragilty, and liability to blurring or “falation” render them very undesirable 

7 belween with 
for use in the fi@éd. Most comparisons sf work with plates and films were are 

based upon comparisons of amature snapshots with +ismme exposures made by . 

ee erviovs 
: professionals; where similar methods are used differences disappear. Bet cront- 

kinds of films are discussed later. Akthough there is comparatively little 
themselves generally 

advantage in high-speed lenSe® cameras fitted with such tenery pare s0 much 

better shutters and other attachments that thease of—sueh—en-tectrunent, 

is necessary. In addition to the camera there are needed (a) 4 sripod which 

is. rigid in considerable winds,. (b). not. less. than. two-color filters, (¢) 

some form of lens. hood, (d). an. exposure. meter, and. (e):A/ tins box in which 

+0 keep the camera,when not in. use.. .For.use.in- hilly. country it is very 

desirable to choose a. camera. with. a. rising. front. end-if possible ong_where 

the Heawieen' bo changed so that 4t-een-be-used both €ex near and ‘tory telephoto 
en S : 

ey
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views can be taken. 

Stops. In order to get good results with a camera it is essential 

to understand that the amount of light which passes through the lens is 

regulated by changing the size of the aperture. ashe several standard 

apertures or stops are dn the better grades of camorad designated by a figure 

precebded by the letter is: Since thes number is the denomenator of the fraction 

which the diameter of the opening is of the focal cnees cee larger the 

number the smaller the aperture. The figures in common use are with the 

exception of the largest opening, so calcualied that each sucessive higher 

number gives exactly half as much light as the next smaller number. There 

is no appreciable difference in the exposure required by lenses of different 

makes when the same stop is used. Since a geologist always desires a sharp, 

wade clear view in which objects not in the same plane are all eyually definite 

it is necessary to use as small an aperture as possible. A further advantage 

of a small stop is that ‘joann: lenses give much better results when 

so used thak when dpenedd up to the widest possible extent. With a small 

stop exact focusing on the principal subject is not necessary, for the distance 

within which xg all objects will be sharp is x% much increased. This dis- 

tance is called depth of focus. Maximum depth of focus is generally obtained 

: by setting the focus to 25 fect and using the smallest opening. The ® range. 

finder which is supplied on the larger epee ee 4 — for most 

geological work. The accompanying diagrams show some of the relations 

opertvre, A‘ 
between depth of a, and focal length. ; It is evident that increase in 

the ue is at the sacrifice of the ile cme this is minimized by 

erode uging the smallest oe ie and if, offset by the vastly better perspective 

on given by a long ga focus lens. Lenses _ must. always be Kep ig 

clean with o GPE BS ore :
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Exposures. Recording of a photograph depends upon the relative number 

of particles of silver compund affected by faint and by intense lights. 

The stronger the light the darker the resulting negative. Making of a print, 

or eee the above conditions so that the strong lights are 

white and the deep shadows are black. Hordizter, when photographic reproduction 

is discussed the positive is referred to and not the n@gative. In order to 

regulate the Juices the picture with different intensities of light 

the duration of the exposure must be changed to meet these—wremyierg light 

conditbns and this is what causes the greatest aifiacity in photography. 

Correct exposure requgires kx long enough action of the hight to secure 

differentiation between varying degrees of shadow. Most modern photographic 

films have sufficient depen vt exposure* within which the differences 

/ in the resultS are not very marked, to permit of both (a) merely a rough 

determination of the necessary exposure and (b) photography where the light 

varies greatly in aiftemt parts of the picture. In spito/ ae fact, 

to secure best results it is desirable to take photographs of many kinds of 

subjects in shade rather then in a mixture of shade and sunlight. —Hspectal 

care must-be-taken that the sun does not shine directly—imto-the lens and 
chee ee 

it—is-also—desirable to avoid views in which eer and objects in shadow 

are seen-close-together. 

Classification of subjects. With reference Hv eposures , subjects 

ann be divided into the following groups: (a) normal scenes in which the 
: distont pt the lens fard 

Burka princi pap objects are ,over 24 times the focal Lengtnteni oot fen 

500 feet from the ies, (b) close-ups with objects less that the smaller 

distance nonee abde jwnieh is usually about 12 feet, and (c) distant views 

in uid cuimaee are more then 500 feet from the instrument ard—a—tenge front oe 

, Exposure meters. Ie aeeckcdiewts ont posures for the above classes 

: of subjects in clear sunlight , and in lights not far different from that, 

can soon be ‘Peaenes 9% when photograplis in deep shadé, close-ups of rocks,
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Rte and extremely distant landscapes are taken, thea an exposure meter is abso- 

lutely necessary. The only type of such an instrment which is of any value 

is one of the actinometer type. So far as the writer can determine there 

are only three makes of these, all German; these are handled by dealers in 

photographic supplies and séll at rom $1.75 to $10.00. These meters are 

based on the measunient of the strength of the light by means of a movable 

glass wedge. The meter is held to the eye and ad jyust od until the detail 

which it is desired to show is just obliterated. Care megt be taken to 

readily rapidly before the eye becomes accustomed to faint light for o¥ehr- 

wise tq short an exposure will be measured. Some instruments read exposures 

for normal subjects directly and others reqpuire the use of a table with 

a correction factor for differnt makes of film. The exposure for normal 

scenes in full sunlight in the sumuer months with f 45 is 1 second with 

most films. Close-ups in the same light require from two to three times 

normal exposure because as the lens is drawn out the amount of light taken 

into the camera is redugéed. Moreover, it is necessary to show neakby objects 

in much greater detail than distant ones. On ‘the other hand, very distant 

ies cannot be exposed long enough for complete detail without risk of 

~" Togging™ the pe picture by excess light from (a) the sky, which forms a 

- large part of such distant view, (b) stray light which enters the lens and 

not being needed for the picture is scattered from the inside of the bellows, 

and (c) dispersed rays from the dust and water particles in the air. Umk 

Unless some extra device is used to minimize these troubles attempts to 

photograph very distant lendscapes will be failures although the exposure 

would have been correct for nearerg objects. Such methods comprise (a) 

filters, and (b) hoods, and are dgsousted below. With no such aids the best 

that can be done is to keep the exposures as short as posible, about 1/5 

second under conditions and with materials m@ntioned above. The directions 

" géven with some exposure metyors are preccink on this point and must be 

%
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; duc. : 
disregarded. Reemtion of exposures applies no matter how clear the atmos- 

A when mist, smoke amare presto ~ 
phere appears to be, but Gust be Jesgespd) with fag or dustYZo such an extent 

psometined Ace Se ee 

that it ees to get satisfactory pictures uader-suebmecnditions— 

if the bare lens is used. Some landscapes with extraordinary contrasts such 

as snow and rocks or snow and trees take much less exposure than do normal 

views at the same distances. In Alaska views of glaciers from the sea 

can scarcely be underexposed, 1/100 second with f 45 being too long. 

the 
ese in intensity ,the necessary exposure increases rapidly Gee Fogg } 

9 
and Tt saul guises as err on the side of too long rather than too short exposures 

because just = detail as possible should always be shown. In taking 

b&b 
exposures fro et tables it is necessary to realize that not all the 

< n 
ioe figures there given are speeds built into ken ordiary shutters and to take 

LY 
the next longer exposureg. In gearget, the neceassary exposures will be 

from Y second to over a minute so that the necessity for a rigid tripod 
- 

is apparent. It is best to use time rather than bulb exposures and to 

use a watch rather than to attempt to count seconds. In fact, a shutter 

for the use of a geologist need only have "time" and one instantaneous speed. 

Moving water and slowly moving cattle over 100 feet away do not necessitate 

instantaneous exposures which, no matter how much you paid for the lens, 
3 and of xtreme detas /, 

involve the sacrifice of depth of Peene, If it is very windy it is necessary 

+o avoid moving trees and plants which are closer than 100 to 200 feet if 

atime exposure is taken. Where exposures exceed several seconds rapidly- 

moving persons or animals will no{register at all and may cross the view 

without imparing its sycess in the slightest.
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Ghecking the exposure. Directions with exposure meters are not 

always correct and if speeds built into the shutter are used it must be 

realized that they may not dwn anything like une tien atid were 

intended. It is therefore best to expend a roll of film in experimental 

ao work with exposures on the same object ones te hundred percent. 

A careful record eeareecinie should be kept e the negatives examined 

with this in kad hand. This — 7 will fix individual correction fasuxs 

factors for the particular person and ee in question. It must be recalled 

that the use of exposure ners involves a very considerable personal 

equation and the geologist must practice oan nutans until uniformity of 

results is attained. Underexzposed negatives are thin and lack detail; over- 

exposed ones are very dense and black to gray so that detail is obscured. 

In rare instances overexposure may go so far as to make very bright objects 

reverse and show light where they should be dark in the negative. Hxamination 

of prints tells little as to exposure esace/ rsh may — in the length 

of their own exposure 

Leveling. I+ is absolutely essential that the camera be level, 

for otherwise the pictures are Wadly distorted. In fairly level country 

all that is generally needed is to sight across the top of the camera both 

ways to the horizon. in rough country, and when the best results are desired , 

the use of a level is maaeeoer Some cameras have attached levels but if 

none is furnished eithr even must be carried or a Brunton fompass level saree 

be used. 

Panoramas. It is often desired to take several pictures from the 

same location the prints of which are to be fastened together to make a 

panorama. For economy of films it is desirable that as little overlap be 

made as possible. Here the use of a ground glass focusing screen is vastly 

to be preferred to a finder. Many finders do not tell anything like the 

truth as to the included view. To check a finder remove the back of the
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camera when it is empty and place either a sheet of ground glass or a sheet 

of tracing cloth or tracing paper over the rollers which carry the Siz. 

film. Yow Wibh the camera placed on a tripod compare the view seen in the 

finder with the actual view which will be et on the film, The view 

in a finder can often ex be examined with lene so that more detail can 

be observed x then with the naked eye. Gare(io always hold the eye directly 

over the center of the finder ond Beason the same object in turning the 

camera will usually prevent excessive overlap or failure to overlap. Eincers i catia 
fett ana vighT- 
in mounting the prints make the line of junction midway between the two edges 

but trim only one of the prints to this line so that in case of faulty 

cutting or pasting no gap will be left. Special cameras like the Panoramic 

Kodak, are made especially for panorams but theer &k use as regular equglip- 

ment cannot be recommended; the pictures which they produce show a curved 

distortion which is just as objectionable as the angles between straight 

lines in adjoining views taken with the ordinary camera. 

Bhedrising front. In @¥der to take pictures of objects much above 

or below the level of the camera a device called a rising front is often 

Supplied; such an attachment is very desirable, if not indeed absolutely 

necessary, forwork in rough country. Brann the plains, undesirable fore- 

grounds may be eliminated with this device. In the folding of the camera 

after use it must be remembered to put the rising front back to normal 

position. 

Hoods. The light admitted by a lens is in the form of a cone Sabke— 

Whose ys covered by the 
the-film-oply cemems a-cemperstipeby small protion of #ke base ‘tiie tiger ¥£1/m, 

The actual light which is used is in the form of a pyramid inside the cone. 

The excess light is supposed to be absorbed by the black sides of the bellows 

but in practice this is not completely done and much of it is dispersed 

to cause fogging of the picture. Dispersion is worst when the camera points 

toward the sun; the same phenomenon may be seen in field glasses looking 

in the same direction. Even if the sun is not visible in the picture any 

sunlight which falls on the lens is dispersed and causes bad fogging.
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Much can be accomplised by shielding the lens from the suns rays with the 

body of the operator, a hat, book, or other opaque object, but if the best 

results are desired a lens hood must be employed. These are usually made 

in the form of a truncated cone fitted around the outside of the lens mount. 

The angle of the cone can be calculated graphically from the diame diagonal 

of the picture and the focal length. It is best to make the cone longer 
with Snaps 

on the top than on the bottom and to make it take apereee that it can be 

carried flat. It should be lined with black velvet to reduce reflection of 

light on the inside. A much better device has been constructed mkkk by the 

writer; this consists of a box lined with velvet™of such dimensions that the 

light which reacheé the lens is formed into the necessary pyramid. The : 

: dimensions of the box can easily be calculated from the focal lenth and the 

dimensions of the picture. Mounting on the lens can be accompi dea by using 

a filter to hold the box on the lens or by supplyinge Special split tube to 

slip over the lens mount. The box might be made to fold but as it is a 

convenient place to carry filters and other attachments it may be made of 

carried th 
metal and cevered—witir a bag. The use of a lens hood is of most value 

(a) with telephotoeaneras, and (b) when views are taken toward the sun, but 

it is probably een value in nearly all cases and its wider use is strongly 

; recomnended by ao en 

Li ght_and color. In order to understand the use of filters it is 

first necessary to review the nature of light and color. Light is now, 

interpreted as a wave motion in the so-called “ether™. einige te pumiel 

through a prisim is divided into different wave lengths some of which are 

not visible to the oye Guort invisibe rays are called “ultra-violet”, 

then comes the visible part of the spectrum ranging from violet through bive, 

green, yellow, and red to long invisible "y#infra-red™ rays. The color of 

‘objects illuminated by daylight is due to absorption of wavtiin portions 

of the spectrum, ae tsiere s
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Reflected Golor Absorbed or complementary color 
Red............eBLue and greon 
Yellow..........Blue 
Green...........Blue and red 
Blue-green......Red 

Blue...........-Green and red 
Purple.........-Green 
White...........None 
Black... 55. .<scmed , ds 

natura! silver com poon 

Sensitivity of films. ree peeerreey of #rhme and of the eye 

to colors is widely different. Inasmuchas no commercial process of photo- 

graphy in natural colors has yet been perfected the best that can be done is 

eo-abremet to reproduce the different colors in varying shades of gray 

whose 7 
urrenged thet—tketr intensity is proportionate to theapparent brilliance. 

of—the—difterent-cotors. Far instance, reds should not be as dark as black 

: but should be rentereé darker than yellows, and blue should be darker than 

yellow. Unfortunately the chemical activity of the light increases with 

lnvisible 

decrease of wave length, that is the blue, violet, aadjeltra-vielet rays 

are mga much more powerful in their effect on the film than are the longer 

EE rays, although some of the latter appear more brilliant to the eye, aaé 

nt by 3 i63 hraibapiei hie: 

: according to their sensitipit 
Kinds of films. Films may be divi dedXinto three kinds: (a) ordinary 

molet yioler= 
or blue, Light films, (b) orthochromatic or blue-green-yellow light films 

: and (c) panchromatic films sénsitive to light of the entire visible spectrum. 

fhe differences are due to treatment of the silver emulsion with different 

kinds of dyes. 
cant bent the avert ot—le tal —that—can be Ferric’ « 

of-silvyer-compound, In<Spi+eortskk_trectecnt, however clei ite 

oa cores op ere eat. Only the first 

two kinds of film are sold in rolls and film packs. In choosing a film 

; ; oo melons 
it is necessary to énquire carefully as to the class in which it rs-praced 

tests show that mis lead 199 * 
and in some instancesyte makers claims are uatrue. Testing willsoon con- 

<— Vinca SHS SEER thie peas Pmchromatic film is sold only as cut-film 

which must be used in plate-holders. ee
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Golor rendering of films. All kinds of films, no matter how much 

corrected for color, are chiefly affected by blue and violet lightanThere- 

are A 
fore these colors ,rendeiy too light on the prints. With ordinary film no 

while 
difference can be detected between white and blue,and yellow, orange, and 

yellow, 

red all render the same as black. In sone casoa, orange or brown will 

much 
render darker than red. In all cases it is impossible to got detail in any 

of the colors sm menkianedxakaxa whose wave lengths are longer than the film 

i itive to. Orthochrmatie fil phan Lo. is sensitive to. ochrmatic films render green and yellow much better ordinary 

tims 

but do not differentiate between orange, red, and black; they also show \ fils 

blue too light. Panchromatic films are math better, but the necessity of 
and_unloadin, 

loading fplate holders either by the light of a faint green lamp os if this 

cannot be mre i absolute darkness,coupled with the greater difficulty < 

of development render their use in the field rather too difficult for general 

ot silver compornd — 
application. Films with a very fine grainjare very desirable because of 

and inerensed Amovot ef dete! sich tt Tenceve’_/ 
the much improved ——— e best films are of foreigh manufacture 

put cost no more than do inferior American films. 1+ is reportéed that 

there are no American orthochiiastic films of dependable quality. 

Filters. The supersensitivity of all films to blue and «kk violet 

called a filter 

light is overcome by the use of —— through which the light passes and 

ail the ultra-wolef ane A 

i which absorbs, some er-ati of the (blue dnd xkk\yiolet/ rays. A large part 

of the very active ultra-violet is absorbed by the glass of the lens in , 

AN (130 chromats<,) 
af any event. Filters are t) two general types: (a) orthochromatic, or intended 

=: siesay to correct the rendering of color values, and (b) contrast, or intended 

+o increase color differences and to show detail in colored objects. Filters 

are generally made of stained gelatin placed between two sheets of glass 
Filters for very 

which are enclosed in a metal cell to slip over the lens. Forlong focus /enses 

réeguire 
qunerat-it~ie-cacentinl-ve—use the very best quality of glass mounting 

which is very expensive. Filters accomplish little with ordinary films. ‘ 

5 give goad results orthochromatic 
Ortheshraatic films of the best quality witt-pketograph—wetl withy filters
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' alargd 

wh¢ih — of or all of the blue and wiskviolet light. Panchromatic 

oth 
films can be used with bes kinds of filters; when a fully correcting ortho- 

as ee ble 
chromatic filter is used then color tones are rendered gorrestly as fooss' 

wot_recommended for_goed_orthochnemetic fila witt give satisiacbery—resatts.—, as 
nkoth orthochromatic o a 

i use of an orthochromatic filter improves all picturesyand it should be emotes: 
°Y 1/mg N\\ © 

p employed whenever one is not forced by circumstances to use a very short 

exposures paovided-real_orthochnustic_tilu—is obtained aatic—fi i . Fiiters must be 
Kopt just as clean as the jens. 

Golor contrasts. If — Babject is photographed with a filter 

e 
of its own color it appears light and markings on it witt—be well defined. 

yan 

Yellow rocks should be photographed with a yellow filter if bedding pienes- 

and lamination are to be shown. A green filter serves to differentiate shor bly 

between greens and reds even with orthochromatic film. Red and orange filters 
only 

can&st be used SxX66$¢ with panchromatic film. It must be remembered that 

such contrasts are at the expeuse of truthful tone rendering. If a colored 

object is photographed through a filter of a color which it absorbs, it 

photographs dark and no detail can be show. The effect of different filters 

can generally be obtained by simply looking through them at the object, 

remembering the limitations of the film. The proper use of filters to secure 

detail in close-ups of rocks is a study worthy of serious consideration 

by every geologist once the true — for the complete failure of most 
Aldhovg 

such pictures is appreciated. gia can be no question but that tre-cee 
pirere—r ch yen sir A 

: < 
a ef- panchromatic film is most desirable for such work. Gptose—upe—with_ordinery— 

yw" f for — = % SS \ — setereraiiat aires a pemevacteof tine aud attastoet ort he ohrpmatss 
ge [P7 films afepsotis far ory where there ss ho red in the view a nef ar? 

i Penetration of haze. Even when the air appears very clear, as peeen sees Penetration of haze frovb /esome 

after a rain there is more or less dust, water vapor, and smoke in it. to use. p) ee 

When these substances become more abundant it—is-said thet—+the-visibility 

imparred 
is dew: Geologists cannot always afford to wait for ss=Best clear weather 

to take photographs and in some climates such a wait would be fore@ver.
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if the usualexpasure for distant views is ueed-with-wvaretereser if thes 
much_veduced 

: 2 f —— i 
air disméesethelight—end-form-a serine settrte-0—eb—~ ee ligh Di sper- 

due te haze ete A 

sion, increases with decrease of wave length so that the rem&dy is a filter 

which will take a photograph by the longest wave length that the film is 

sensitive to md completely excludWall shorter wave lengths.A Such filters 
ee ane orange 0 

7 ere limited to deop yellow with orthochiatic films = filters can be 

os used with panchromatic films. These are contrast filters and nearby objects 

f are then rendered with exaggerated effects known as over-correction. A further 

difficulty is thet since shadows are lighted by dispersed and reflected 

xxfkk light which is mainly blue the use of such filters destroys shadow - 

detail to an enormous extent. The use of contrast filters should therefore 

jand scapes 
be confined to the photography of very distant ob}esse under conditions 

which absolutely necessitate their use. When the air is clear an ortho- 

chromatic filter is better. Even the best filter will not remove all the 

the best 
haze if it is very bad; with films commonly obtainable filters push back 

A remavhable 

the veil for many miles but do not remove it completely. oie peeiveryen* 

S of Mars and some airplane photographs were taken with special plates whéch 

are sensitized to infra-red rays and these cannot be kept long enough to 

use in the field,te-any~eonsiderab}e—extent. Ordinary “ray filters™ or 

“Sky filters” should never be used for these purposely let in enough kx 

blue and violet light to fog the distance and give the "atmosphere" effect 
etested and phy siogrep hers 

so desired by artists and so much dndestret by geologists, The effect of 

a filter in removing haze can generally be estimated by looking through it; 

a deep filter is a great help with field glasses in hazy weather. 

Sipe PN Gee he
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Exposure with filters. It is evident that the use of a filter necessarily 

involves an increase of exposure. This increase should be obtained without 

sacrificing the desirable small stop unless it is absolutely necessary to 

aes appeal te - 
take an instantaneous exposure. Fhe mltgpinipatactor ordiery exposures 

is called the filter factor; it is variously computed by different manu- 

: facturers and should be tested by actual use. i+ should be applied to the 

exposure determined with the meter for normal views, not to the reduced 

exposure recommended for distant views with the bare lens, Ineneasexakx 
ortho chromatic 

BAPOSUKS RoKxokassx pscke mobxasseobsd xkn chu ksxmennsrs co factors with 

sano rE from 2 to 12 strong yellow filters used for 

requive A 
distant views on hazy days okey a factor of 20 to 30. With panchromatic 

films factorxs are much less since the increased, sensitivity to long wave 

lengths permits shorter exposures. In general, close-ups require larger 

factors than do distant landscapes because of the increased detail which 

must be rendered. Not all filters with the same name have the same factor, 

hence the need for experiment. Statements to the effect that filter factors 

can be determined with the aid of the exposure meter are incorrect. 

Choice of subjects. The proper choice of subjects can only be learned 

by experience. Some geoldgists seem to think that only unusual features 

: need be photographed and then when illustrations of typical common features 

are 
. xs needed none is forthcoming. It is also well to remember that the necessary 

limitations of photography in the rendering of colors may make some subjects 

undesirable) particulary if ordinary or orthochrmatic film is used. It is 

essential to realize that the camera shows everything in the field of view 

both above and below the horizon; it cannot skip the foreground or omit the 

unessentials. Meny a view which is instructive to the eye is in the photo- 

ora brush path, 
grep mainly a a a field, In level country the rising gront will 

sometimes enable one to cut out seek undesirable foregrounds but it is better 

to take the picture from some stightly elevated position such as a dump, 

a railway crossing, or even a large stump. In taking a view along a road
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or railway the camera should be set at the side and not in the middle. 

The best results in landscapes are when the shadows fall across the view 

and not directly toward or away from the camera. Although distant land- 

an are in all cases best in clear weather, close-ups _ often better 

in moderately cloudy weather or when the subject soa ee Avoid subjects 

where more than five times the exposure is required in one part of the view 
ear Sed bent bye crcohonrna : 

than in the other part. Meany views ere—putred by tire presence-of to0-Much 

vapetatton—shich_is _-nepiceted-by the-eye-but_with the _photograpi serves 

onty-to-confuse; Soma types of topography, such as terminal moraines, are 

very hard to photograph. In some instances it is best to take photographs 

when the shadows are long rather than near midday. Undrained hollows are 

best shown just after a rain when they are damp or filled with water. 

Scale. A very common fault is to fail to show the scale of a pho- 

tograph. Something of recognizable size must be included in every view of 

nearby objects; his may be a hammer, notebook, camera case, etc., never 

a coin for that is illegal and may make diffuculty in getting prints from 

some photographers. If the distance is moderate,a person should be shown 

in the picture; a self-timer is often helpful for this purpose when the geolo- 

ogist is working alone. Since most self-timers work only with the speeds 

built into the shutter their use often necessitates the use of a larger 

stop than normally in order to get sufficient exposure. &k Self-timers 

which work by clockwork are dependable but those which operate by leakage 

of air are very freakish in operation and are more nuisance thaf{ they are 

worth. This accessory is also very convenient for camp scenes ymux in which 

it is deisired to show the entire party. 

Nye’ Flashlights. It is sometimes necessary to take flashlights in 

“order to get views underground. Ordinary directions are of litile value 

for this purpose for the flash will in general have to be much more povertal 

+han is recommended for rooms with dark hangings. I+ must also be recalled 

that the intensity of the light decreases with the square of the distance.
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between 

Unless the contrasts-of light and dark objects are very clear underground 

views are likely to be disappointing until the photographer has had a great 

deal of experience. The same remark applies to flashlight camp scenes. 

2 Gro u/rs 
Misoeiteweess. It is often necessary to take pictures of groups of 

persons. These should never be taken in full sunlight since someone is sure 

to make a disagreeable face on account of the glare. They should be taken 

either in shadow or on a moderately cloudy day; the north side of a building 

is a very good place. Hats should be removed and the group inspected from 

i Just in front of the lens to avoid reflections from glasses. It is almost 

\ always necessary to use a large stop with a group for someone is almost 

sure to move if the exposure exceeds a second. 

ess Developing. Except in the tropics field development does not payfov™ f 

LT is too hard to contre/ temparaturées or gef an oe epee i! 
Special directions are furnished for development under high temperatures cle . 

wreeA- 

such as are there encountered. Films must be carefully protected from both wot er, 

lyhigh 
(a) moisture and (b) excessive fonperature both before and after exposure. 

They should be kept in tins or other metallic conteinersboaled with tape. 2 

In this connection it should be noted that Autographic films suffer mveh 

more readily from both these enbgies than do other films and shouldnever 
‘ \ Uo ws {pine = 

be used in the field. Films are mailed at owner's risk and must therfore 

: be carefully protected for shipment. it is best to send them by first class 

maik registered mail. Films should never be taken to drugstores or to small~ 

town photographers who do not specialize in such work. Many of these do 

vdry poor work and use poor material; few of them have wver seen anything in films 

oe bat - am&ture snapshots and expect nothing better. Spotting, scratching, 

oldand ov 

touching of films in devebping tanks, and use of pdirty developer end fixing 

5Id . / 
bath are common sins of tnosofts shers. It is not easy to find a good 

photographer who will give proper attention to development of films. In 

judging results it must be remembered that longitudinal streeks on roll films 

are almost always due to touching in the dek developing tank. A stuck shutter 

makes a light spot in the centers of pictures, A light leak in the camera
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5 ; a 
makes a light line which is generally in exactly the same place on tee/picture. 

Poorly rolled film may make irregular spots along the edges, of—iter> Films i 

ule be fled 
must always be handled by the edges to avoid fingerprints. They sho ( 

fy albums made for the per pese : 

Prints. Prints should always be on glossy paper of the king which 

and detail 
shows contrastp to the greatest degree. Such paper has been treated before 

sensitizing so that it is much smoother than the soft finish which was once 

peor ly) 

demanded BE prerreae: Prints should be mounted soon after they are made 

for if kept tea long they seem to curl more end more. Paste should never 

be used. Mounting tissure is sometimes good for avoiding curling but the 
+o soften if : 

high temperature required often burns the picture. Rubber tire cement 

z household “ 
avoids @urling but sometimes causes staining. DuPonts nitrocellu ose conent 

is recommended by some Q@uthorities. 

Summary. Good results in photography result from experience gained 

from the examination of negatives in connection with a record of Light con- 

. ditions and exposures. The proper composition of views so as to show just 

what is desired, the choice of filter, the determinats ony of a : hh 6 

focusing) an Thang 174 6 tm 

the setting of the shutter and stop, and=ees timing of the capoeare ere 

te ps : 
all Hibeiewed: demand methodical care and abtenionmpembetaaeeeett 2 

set routine. There is no excuse for “double exposures", or faulty focusing. 

4) 
The mottosof the field photographer must be"Always be careful.".27u Prect ee 
makes per tect.” 
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